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PRESSCE

This guide is the fourth in a series entitled Intro-
duction to the Scientific Computing Division.

Included in this guide are descriptions of the
requirements for remote access and RJE policies.
Services available to the remote user are listed.
The terminal command language is described in Chapter
2, which lists each command with examples, rules and
specifications, acknowledgments and diagnostic mes-
sages. The sample site sessions in Chapter 3 cover
the sequence of events necessary to perform typical
RJE functions. Chapter 4 is of general interest to
site users. Various topics covered here are: Site
Already Active message, END Command, and Time Out;
Resetting of Printer or Screen Line Length; Inter-
rupting or Stopping Printer Output; Dropping a Job
From a BACKGROUND Queue; Using Tapes From an RJE
Site; and Operator Console Messages. The final
chapter contains technical information designed to
aid the user in locating and eliminating many RJE
problems, and includes sections on Protocol Stan-
dards, Special Characters and the NCAR 7600 Character
Set, Deletion of Characters and Lines, Delimiting the
End of a Card or Line, Half-Duplex Turnaround Delay,
and Test Decks.

This edition of Using the Remote Job Entry System is
concerned only with remote job entry through the MOD-
COMP. Future editions will include remote job entry
through the 4341 I/O satellite.
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CHAPTER 1: DITRODUCT

RJE TERHINAL USE

REQUIREMTS FOR
REMrE ACCESS

Suitable Terminal

The NCAR Remote Job Entry (RJE) system is a batch-
processing network used with a variety of terminal equip-
ment at NCAR, in the Boulder area, and at locations dis-
tant from NCAR. Transmissions from the terminal are in
the form of a complete program deck submitted to the NCAR
Control Data 7600 computer system and/or the CRAY-1 com-
puter via the 7600 using various cormmands at the termi-
nal. The input is first transmitted to a MODCOMP II com-
puter, stored, and then forwarded to the 7600 system by
the MODCOMP. If CRAY-1 execution is requested, the 7600
link processor is activated to send the job to the
CRAY-1. The output stream resulting from execution of
the deck is returned to the MODCOMP, stored and then
transmitted to the user's terminal.

In order to use the NCAR RJE facility, a user must have a
project number with an associated password and a suitable
terminal that has been given a site code identifier.

Detailed information about eligibility and evaluation of
requests for project approval for visitors to the Scien-
tific Computing Division (SCD) is contained in the User's
Guide Getting Set Up.

A suitable terminal is one which can use a communications
protocol and modem type supported by NCAR. Beyond the
lifetime of the MODCOMP, it may be difficult for the SCD
to continue support of the Control Data 200UT synchronous
protocol. Therefore, new sites are discouraged from us-
ing the 200UT protocol. The protocols, modem types and
speeds currently supported by NCAR are:

Table 1-1: Protocols, Modem Types and Speeds Supported by NCAR
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Protocol Modem Type speed

Synchronous 200UT Bell 201A 2000 bps
Bell 201C 2400 bps
Bell 208 4800 bps

Synchronous IBM 2780/3780 Bell 201A 2000 bps
Bell 201C 2400 bps
Bell 208B 4800 bps

Asynchronous Bell 103A 300 bps
Bell 202C 1200 bps
Bell 212A 1200 bps
VADIC 3415 1200 bps



The majority of RJE users do not have the actual synchro-
nous terminals cited but rather use minicomputers or mi-
crocomputers programmed to emulate the chosen protocol.
Similarly, many vendors sell or rent modems which are
equivalent to the listed Bell modems and may be more
cost-effective.

RJE OLICIES

Equality

There are several policies that specifically affect RJE
users. The principal ones are based on the fact that
there are no classes of users who receive special ser-
vice. All users who may use computer resources have
equal access to the NCAR system. The following policies
were developed with this assumption in mind.

No differentiation in treatment is made between remotely
and locally submitted jobs in the 7600. All jobs enter-
ing the machine use the same scheduling algorithm which
does not contain any parameters governing "remoteness."
Job scheduling is discussed in the User's Guide Running
Jobs at NCAR.

Costs All costs up to but not including the dial-up telephone
at NCAR's end will be borne by the user. This includes
the cost of the remote terminal, the remote modem and all
telephone charges.

Lines The normal method of communication from the remote site
is over the dial-up phone system. When total connect
time from a site becomes more than 80 hours a month, a
leased line may prove more cost-effective. Requests for
a leased line and the associated dedicated port on the
NCAR RJE computer are processed by the Data Communica-
tions Policy Committee and sent to the Scientific Comput-
ing Division Director for approval. Initial grants are
made for all 12-month period. The SCD Director grants
renewal following the initial permission based on recom-
mendations of the Data Communications Policy Committee
and utilization over the past 12 months. Sites request-
ing a leased line or a renewal should write a letter to
the Data Communications Policy Committee explaining the
need for the leased line service at that site. All costs
for the leased lines and for modems at both ends will be
borne by the user. The modem installed at NCAR must be
approved by the Data Communications Policy Committee.

Output Prodiced At
NCAR

Any output produced at NCAR is mailed to the site au-
tomatically. Printing of large output listings (in ex-
cess of 400 blocks, 1024 characters per block) at NCAR is
discouraged. MCDCOMP software exists to impose limits,
if necessary in the future, on the OUT,PRI command. Out-
put is mailed twice a day, in the morning and the after-
noon. Printer output less than 50 pages, microfilm, and
microfiche are mailed first class. Printer output
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exceeding 50 pages is mailed third class. Cards cannot
be punched by a job submitted from a terminal.

Limits On Output
Retention

When a job's output is ready for transmission to a remote
site, the output will be available for printing at a ter-
minal for a specified time period, normally set to 100
hours. If it is not requested within the period, it will
be printed at NCAR and mailed. Limits may be placed on
large output listings (in excess of 400 blocks) to
prevent the overloading of MODCOMP disks and its 300
line-per-minute printer.

Security A password is associated with each approved project to
provide the user with protection against unauthorized use
of computer resources. The password, which is distinct
from but associated with the project number, scientist
number and site number, may be changed at any time by the
user. The resources (CRU and/or CCU) used by any job
submitted will be charged to the project number. It is
the user's responsibility to ensure that his or her pass-
word is secure. Initial password assignments are sent
only by letter; passwords will not be released over the
telephone. Users should retain the original password.
If the password file on the MODCOMP is lost due to
machine failure, it will be restored to the original
password assigned.

SERVICES

Consultation And
Advisory Service

Documentation At
The Terminal

Terminal Sites

Site Establishment

The Scientific Computing Division maintains telephone
consultation service on a regular schedule to help with
any problems that users may encounter and will advise
users on available services. See the User's Guide Over-
view of the NCAR Scientific Computing Division for the
advisory service or consult the first page of The Record
for the most recent listing of people to contact and
their telephone numbers. NCAR systems specialists are
available to advise universities about compatible remote
terminals.

A full set of NCAR Scientific Computing Division documen-
tation is sent when a terminal site is established. Ad-
ditional copies in reasonable numbers are available
without charge upon request.

A terminal site consists of terminal equipment used by
various scientists and researchers in submitting decks to
the NCAR system.

Users who wish to establish a site may make a request to
the Data Communications Group Head. There may be more
than one site in a given area or university.
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Site Statistics

Inactive Sites

Inormal Testing

FUIDBMETAIS GF
THE NCAR RJE

5SXm

Site statistics are mailed each month to the terminalscientist along with a copy of The Record. The Record
usually contains an article of inTerest to RJE user. An
occasional survey may be requested and special listings
pertaining to the site are often included.

A site may become inactive when there are no valid pro-ject numbers at that site or no activity is detected from
the site for a period of six months. At a later time the
site may be reactivated.

Testing of terminal equipment may be done informally bycontacting the RJE consultant or systems programmer.

The following steps describe the processing of a job sub-mitted to NCAR using the RJE system. The two-character
status code associated with each step (see DIS,SIT com-
mand) is included where appropriate,

* The job is submitted from a site to the MODCOMP.
(IN)

* The job is stored on the MODCOMP disk, queued to be
submitted to the 7600 for execution, and sent to the
7600. (IQ)

* The job is executed on the 7600.

* The printed output is sent to the MODCOMP, stored on
the MODCOMP disk, and queued for output to the site.
(OQ)

* The printed output is sent to the site, either au-
tomatically (MUL mode) or on request (SIN mode).
(OS)

* The job is placed on a disposal queue where it will
remain for a period of time (typically 20 minutes)
before being purged. (OD)

Jobs may be printed at NCAR on the MODCOMP printer, ei-
ther on request or by remaining on the output queue for
too long (typically 100 hours). For these jobs the fol-
lowing steps apply.

* The job is queued to print at NCAR. (NQ)

* The job is printed on the MODCOMP printer. Jobs
exceeding 400 blocks (1024 characters/block) will
not be printed at NCAR. Printout is sent to the
site via surface mail. (ON)
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* The job is queued for output to the site or for
disposal as appropriate.

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the NCAR RJE system
and the facilities available to remote users. For a more
detailed description of the hardware for the entire sys-
tem, see the User's Guide Overview of the NCAR Scientific
Computing Division."

Figure 1-1: NCAR Hardware Configuration

PDP 11/70 PDPII/70 PDPII/70 SEL35/55 DICOMED
(SCD) (SCD) (HAO) (ACAD) D48
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Software MAXCOM is the communications executive resident in theMODCOMP II computer. It is designed to provide maximum
data throughput for NCAR's remote job entry communica-
tions system.

The MODCOMP II acts as a polled slave, responding to the
7600 for all transactions between them. These transac-
tions include the transmission of completed input and
output files as well as status information. The MODCOMP
II is a store and forward front-end to the 7600. User
input to the MODCOMP II is not dependent on the 7600 be-
ing operational.

A warm restart feature is implemented on both the MODCOMP
and the 7600. Normally jobs will not be lost when either
machine goes down. However, if any RJE jobs are lost by
the 7600, the MODCOMP will resubmit them automatically.

Comections All processes are controlled by hardware function keys at
the terminal and by use of the terminal command language
entered at the terminal keyboard. Most connections are
made using the dial-up phone system. However, there are
a limited nunber of leased lines in use.

Dial-Up A dial-up telephone must be connected by dialing a unique
telephone number to match the protocol and line speed
used by an RJE site terminal. Consult recent issues of
The Record for possible additions to this table.
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Table 1-2: Rete Job Entry Dial-Up Services

Protocol Speed Compatible Phone No No NCAR
(bps) Modem(s) Area (303) Lines Modem

ASYNCH 300 Bell 103A1, 499-4411 4 Timeplex 103
103A2, 103E,
103F, 113A,
113B

ASYNCH 1200 Bell 202C 499-4409 2 Timeplex 202C
202D

ASYNCH 1200 Bell 212A 499-6853 1 Racal-Vadic 3467

ASYNCH 1200 Vadic 34xx 499-6852 2 Racal-Vadic 3415

BISYNCH 2000 Bell 201A 499-6466 2 Racal-Milgo 20/LSI

BISYNCH 2400 Bell 201C 499-4388 1 UDS RM-201C

BISYNCH 4800 Bell 208B 494-4660 2 Bell 208B

200UT 2000 Bell 201A 499-4334 3 Racal-Milgo 20/LSI

200UT 2400 Bell 201C 499-5242 1 UDS RM-201C

200UT 4800 Bell 208B 494-4016 3 Bell 208B

Notes: a. All protocols are implemented for half-duplex comnunications
only.

b. ASYNCH refers to NCAR's asynchronous, ASCII, even parity proto-
col.

c. BISYNCH refers NCAR's implementation of the IBM 2780 or 3780 pro-
tocols.

d. 200UT refers to Control Data's protocol for the User Terminal
200.

e. Where the number of lines exceeds one, several modems are served
by several phone lines. The additional lines are placed on a ro-
tary so that the caller is automatically connected to the first
available circuit.
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* After dial-up and connection, a header line will be
transmitted to indicate that the initialization has
been successful:

**PLEASE IDENTIFY YOUR SITE BY TYPING THE SITE CODE

* Send the site identification code consisting of two
characters. If your site is recognized, the follow-
ing message will be transmitted:

**WELCOME TO NCAR - TYPE IN WHAT YOU WANT TO DO

* If your site is not recognized, one of the following
messages will be transmitted:

**UNRECOGNIZED SITE ID, TRY AGAIN (THREE TRIES MAX)

The site code as you have entered it is not valid.
You may try three times before your terminal is
disconnected.

**SITE CODE GIVEN ALREADY ACTIVE, TRY AGAIN

The site specified is currently connected on a dif-
ferent line. Someone else may be using the site
code, or a previous connection may have terminated
abnormally (i.e., disconnect without END command)
and not yet timed out on the MODCOMP. Wait ten
minutes or so and try again.

Leased Line A leased line is normally always connected so the user
need not dial. After a line failure or M6DCOMP II mal-
function, the following message will be sent to indicate
tie system is again functional:

**WELCOME TO NCAR - TYPE IN WHAT YOU WANT TO DO

A leased line will automatically provide the site code.
The user does not need to enter it.
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CEtW~R 2: RJE CHMAND LAlNAGE

TERMINAL C(CIARD The MODCOMP II system uses the following procedure:
LANGUAGE

* The MODCOMP waits for a command from a terminal.

* A command (a request for action by MODCOMP) is re-
ceived from the terminal.

* MODCOMP interprets the command and acts upon it.

* When the process caused by the command is complete,
MODCOMP sends a message back to the terminal indi-
cating what the action was.

* MODCOMP waits for another command.

The terminal command language is basically the same for
all protocols. For the IBM 2780/3780 and asynchronous
protocols, commands must be preceded by a percent sign
(%) to distinguish commands from card input. The 200UT
protocol distinguishes between keyboard and card input
automatically, so the % is not used.

mand Language The form of the command language is
Form

command ,parameter ,parameter[ ,parameter]

* A % must proceed the beginning of each command in
Asynchronous or Bisynchronous protocols.

* Commas are used for delimiters and a blank signifies
the end of the command line (except in the message
parameter).

* Command and parameter mnemonics contain three
letters. Additional letters may be entered for
clarity and will be ignored up to the next delim-
iter.

* A parameter (and its preceding delimiter) in square
brackets is optional.

Table 2-1 on the following page summarizes the commands
available for use at the terminal keyboard. Each command
is then explained on the following pages.
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Table 2-1. Terminal Comnands and Parameters

Command Parameters Function-....
First Second Third

BAC PR number --- backspace the printer file currently
printing

CHA passwrd passwor d --- change a password -
(old) (new)
SIT page . display job status information
HEL page --- display aids for using NCAR RJE system

DIS NEW page --- display news from NCAR
FQ7 page --- display 7600 foreground queue
BQ7 page --- display 7600 background queue
BQC page --- display CRAY-1 background queue
BQV page --- display CRAY-1 visitor queue
DH .-- - - drop the current read process'

PRI --- -- drop the current print process
DRO ALL sequence password drop 7600 execution and output

OUT sequence password drop all output for a job
JOB sequence password drop a job from execution in the 7600

'END --- --- _ terminate the terminal session
FU FE Hh numberi --- forward space the current printer tile'
HEL --- S5ynonym for DLl, H-L, U-
HOL RDR --- -- suspend operation of the reader

PRI --- .- suspend operation of the printer
MOV ssnnnn xx password move job output to another site
MUL7 number -. - -- automatic output up to number records '
OP1 message --- --- send message to NCAh computer operator.

UT U r PR sequence print a job's output at NUCAH- . .
hD .... -. __ indicate the reader is ready

RDY KEY --- -- indicate the keyboard is ready
PRI -- . -- indicate the printer is ready
RDH password --- initiate reading a job deck- ...
CAS password --- read a cassette tape (asynch. only)

REA CDI password --- read a CDI terminal (asynch. only)
KEY password --- read a keyboard (asynch. only)
RDC password --- read an RDC terminal (asynch. only)
BUB password --- read bubble memory (asynch. only)

HRW FRi --- rewind the current printer file.
SIN- ...-. ___.solicited output
WHI FTHir sequence - request immediate printing of a job

Notes:
message A 77-character maximum message displayed on the NCAR operator's con-

sole (may contain blanks)
number An integer number of 1024-character disk records
page One- or two-digit help or news file page number
password Nine-character password for a project and site
sequence Six-digit job sequence number
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SANPLE FORMAT FOR
COKAmDS TO FOLLOW

Examples

Rules And
Specifications

Acknowledgmmts

Diagnostic
Messages

The function of this command is defined here (see Table
2-1).

COMMAND,parameter,paraneter[ ,parameter]

parameter Definition of its use.

parameter Definition of its use.

parameter Definition of its use. A parameter in square
brackets indicates that its use is optional
(e.g., if a page number is omitted, the first
page is used by default).

READ, RDR, password
REA, RDR,password
REA, RDR

The function of the particular commrnand example and its
effect are described here (see Table 2-1).

* Characteristics of this command and its parameters.

* Rules regarding the use of this command are listed.

* Special applications and restrictions may also be
listed.

After each command is processed, some response will be
returned to the terminal. The response may be a message,
it may be the activity requested by the command (such as
an information display), or it may be a diagnostic mes-
sage.

If the command has been used improperly or if the system
is unable to honor the request, a diagnostic message will
be sent.
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BAC Backspace a record and mark the printer ready.

BAC,unit,number

unit

number

A unit keyword. Only PRI is recognized.

An integer constant for the number of 1000-
character output records in the current
printer file to be backspaced.

BACKSPACE, PR INTER, 4
BAC,PRI,4

Four output records will be backspaced on the current
printer file being output. The printer, if held, will be
marked ready.

Rules And
Specifications

* Backspacing may occur only when the printer is ac-
tive, that is, printing a job. A job may be held at
the moment or temporarily stopped due to a paper
jam, etc.

* A disk or printer record is approximately 1024 char-
acters, including blank suppression characters or
other control characters. Average output equivalent
is about 1/3 page.

* The maximum number of records that may be backspaced
is the number of records in the file. If the number
of backspaces requested is too large, the backspace
will go to the beginning of the file. In effect,
this executes a rewind of the printer.

Acknowledgments

Diagnostic
Messages

**SPACE DONE AS REQUESTED

**THIS REQUEST MUST SPECIFY THE OUTPUT UNIT
**UNRECOGNIZED OR ILLEGAL UNIT IDENTIFIER
**CANT SPACE IF THE PRINTER NOT ACTIVE'

2-4
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CHA Change a password.

CHApasswordl password2

password1 The old password that is to be replaced.

password2 The new password to be used with this project
number.

Examples CHANGE AT499 AT40P
CHA,AT4 99,AT40P

The user's password is to be changed from AT499 to AT40P.
AT40P is no longer valid.

Iules And * The first three characters of the password must be
rications the same in both the new and old passwords.

* The old password must still be valid.

* Alphanumeric non-blank characters may be contained
in a password.

* Passwords may contain a minimum of four characters
and a maximum of nine characters.

* If, for some reason, a disk failure occurs and the
password deck must be reloaded onto the disk, the
original password will be re-installed.

Le nt **PASSWORD CHANGED OK

agnostic **INVALID PASSWORD
essages **FIRST 3 PASSWORD CHAR CANT BE CHANGED

**TRY AGAIN, SYSTEM CONFLICT

2-5
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DIS Displays an information file.

DIS,display[ ,number]

display This is the DISPLAY file requested. The fol-
lowing displays are available: SIT, FQ7, BQ7,
BQC, BQV, HEL, and NEW.

number The page number is used with certain displays
as indicated below.

Examples There are seven information displays. The page parameter
is optional. If the page parameter is omitted the first
page will be displayed.

DIS, SIT[ ,page]
This command displays job information status (see the
following pages for a detailed description of this
file). A null command line will generate a DIS,SIT.

DIS ,FQ7[ ,page]
This command displays the entire 7600 foreground
queue informat ion.

DIS,BQ7 [,page]
This command displays recent information on the
CD7600 background queue. Information is updated
about every 30 minutes. The first page contains a
summary.

DIS ,BQC[ ,page]
This command displays recent information on the
CRAY-1 background queue. Information is updated
about every 30 minutes. The first page contains a
summary.

DIS ,BQV
This command displays the CRAY-1 visitor queue.

DIS ,HEL[ ,page]
This command displays the HELP file. The first page
contains a directory to the entire HELP file. HEL is
a synonym for DIS, HEL, 0.

DIS, NEW[ ,page]
This command displays current information (news)
about the Scientific Computing Division.

SIT Display File The SIT display file contains information about the ter-
minal site and jobs in some phase of activity at NCAR.
The following format is used for the display that is 50
characters per line for 20 lines. A slightly modified
format applies to displays that are 80 x 13.
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line 1
Gives status of 7600, input from MODCOMP to 7600, and
MODCOMP printer (UP, DOWN, HELD, STOP). Also gives
number of tapes available for assignment.

line 2
Gives number of control points assigned on 7600,
number of jobs currently executing, number of jobs
currently held and number of jobs waiting for tapes.

line 3
Gives site number, port number to which site is con-
nected, and status of site card reader and printer
(ACTV or IDLE followed by ,H if held)

line 4
Gives current mode of the site (SINGLE or MUL nnn)
and number of jobs in system from the site.

line 5, 6, ...
Contains information about jobs submitted and their
status. Job status lines contain two jobs per line,
with successive lines containing similar job status
information. The fields used are described on the
following page.

ssss
The last four digits of the sequence number

nnnnnnnn
The programmer's name (from the *JOB card).

st
A 2-digit key providing job status:

2-7
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Key =Me aning
EH The job is in execution phase on the YbUU and held., -
ER The job is in execution phase on the 7600 and running.
IN The job is in the process of inputting from the site.
IQ The job is in the input queue to the 7600.
NQ The job is queued to print at NCAR on the MODCOMP printer.
OD The job has completed the output phase, but the job's

output file remains on the disk. This file will be aged
off the disk in time, depending on pressures from terminal
activity.

ON The job is printing at NCAR on the MODCOMP printer.
OQ The job is ready in the site output queue.
OS The job is outputting to the terminal site.
SH The job is in the system phase on the 7600 and held.
SR The job is in the system phase on the 7600 and running.
TA The job is waiting for tape drives to become available.
TM The job is waiting for tapes to be mounted.
UC Unit conflict on the 7600.
UK Job status is unknown.

pr ttt (status EH, ER, SH, SR, TA, TM, UC)
pr is the job priority number between 1 and the
number of control points assigned (1=highest prior-
ity).
ttt is 7600 CP time to go in minutes (seconds if form
is ttS).

xxxxxx (status IN, IQ, NQ, OD, OQ, OS)
IN, IQ: Job input priority based on *LIMIT requests.
NQ, ON, OQ, OS: Size of print file in 1024 character
disk records.
OD: Minutes to go before job is purged.
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DRO This command drops a job or some activity.

DRO,keyword[ ,sequence,passwurd]

keyword Indicates what to drop:

ALL Execution on the 7600 and output
to the terminal.

JOB Execution on the 7600.

OUT Output to the terminal.

PRI The terminal printer.

RDR The terminal card reader.

sequence Used with ALL, JOB and OUT. The 6-digit job
sequence number.

password Used with ALL, JOB and OUT. The password used
when reading in the job.

Rules And
Specifications

DRO,RDR

* Input dropped from the terminal card reader must be
resubmitted from the beginning of the deck.

DRO,PRI

* Output may be dropped only while output is proceed-
ing; printing will stop.

* Job printing will be returned to OQ for printing
later.

* If no output is in process, a message is returned
that there is nothing to drop.

DRO,OUT, sequence,password

* If output is waiting to be sent to the terminal, no
output will be printed.

* If the job is executing in the 7600, execution will
continue. The job will not be queued for output
when execution is complete, but will go directly to
the disposal queue.

DRO,JOB, sequence,password

* If the job is in input phase, the input is aborted.
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* If the job is executing in the 7600, execution is
terminated.

* If the job is in output phase, the command is ig-
nored.

DRO,ALL,sequence, password

* All phases of the job will be dropped.
combination of DRO,OUT and DRO,JOB.

This is a

Acknowledgmmts **DROP DONE

Diagnostic
Messages

**UNRECOGNIZED OR ILLEGAL UNIT IDENTIFIER
**YOU CANNOT REQUEST ANYTHING OF A JOB FROM ANOTHER SITE
**PASSWORD ERROR
* *7600 REQUEST ALREADY OUTSTANDING SO COMMAND IGNORED
**THIS REQUEST MUST SPECIFY THE OUTPUT UNIT
**DROP REQUESTED FOR IDLE DEVICE, SO IGNORED
**REFERENCED JOB NOT IN SYSTEM
**WRITE REQUEST MUST SPECIFY THE JOB TO BE OUTPUT
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END This command signs off the terminal.

END The terminal session is completed.

Rules And
Specifications

* This causes a dial-up line to be disconnected by the
MODCOMP for this RJE site session resets the the
MODCOMP's internal software entries for the site,
and immediately prepares for a new RJE session on
the line. For leased or hardwired lines, the com-
mand is ignored.

* This has no effect on jobs successfully submitted to
NCAR. Output, if any, will be held on the MODCOMP
disk until the next session (or printed and mailed).

* Failure to enter this command when terminating a
session may cause the next caller to continue your
session. It may also keep anyone at your site from
logging on for up to 10 minutes.

kknowledgpents None.

Diagnostic None.
Messages
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This command forward-spaces a record.

FOR,unit,number

unit A unit keyword. Only PRI is recognized.

number The integer constant for the number of 1024-
character output records in the current
printer file to be spaced over.

FOR,PRI,3

Move forward three printer records (disk records) at the
terminal printer currently printing.

* Forward-spacing may occur only when the printer is
active, that is, printing a job. The job may be
held at the moment or temporarily stopped due to a
paper jam, etc.

* A disk or printer record is approximately 1024 char-
acters, including blank suppression characters or
other control characters. Average output equivalent
is about 1/3 page.

* The maximum number of records that may be forward-
spaced is the number of records to the end of the
output file from the current position. If the
number of forward spaces requested exceeds the
number of actual records that remain in the file,
the forward-spacing will be made to the record which
is eighth from the end.

A ck o w l ed j & t

Diagmstic
agsses

**SPACE DONE AS REQUESTED

**THIS REQUEST MUST SPECIFY THE OUTPUT UNIT
**UNRECOGNIZED OR ILLEGAL UNIT IDENTIFIER
**CANT SPACE IF THE PRINTER NOT ACTIVE
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EKL This command suspends operation of a device.

HOL,unit

unit A unit keyword which may be PRI (printer) or
RDR (reader).

Example HOL, PR I

All printer output that is ready for transmission will be
delayed until RDY is sent for the printer unit. At this
time, paper may be fed into the printer or printer rib-
bons changed, etc.

Rules And
Specifications

* Only the terminal printer or terminal card reader
may be held.

* The hold will remain until the ready or file spacing
command is entered.

Acimowl~,P- ---Edints **HOLD SENSED ON xxx where xxx = PRI or RDR

Diagnostic
Messages

**UNRECOGNIZED OR ILLEGAL UNIT IDENTIFIER
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HOV This command moves the output of a job to another site.

OV,ssnnn, xx, passwrd

ssnnnn The job's present sequence number.

xx The site code of the site to which the output
is to be moved.

password The password associated with the job.

ExaEple MOV, 280123, B3, password

Move the output associated with sequence number 280123
from site 28 to site B3.

les And * ss of ssnnnn must be the site to which the MOVer is
cations connected.

* The job must have status OQ or OD.

* The job at the destination will have sequence number
xxnnnn and will NOT have a password associated with
it.

* At the destination the job will have status OQ.

* The job is NOT copied to the destination site, but
actually moved, i.e., the job no longer exists at
the source site after the command.

dIumts **MOVE DONE

gnostic **JOB STATUS NOT OD OR OQ
ages **SYNTAX ERROR

**QUEUING ERROR - MOV FAILED
**REFERENCED JOB NOT IN SYSTEM
**BAD DEST. SITE
**PASSWORD ERROR
**YOU CANNOT REQUEST ANYTHING OF A JOB FROM ANOTHER SITE
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HUL This command changes the current terminal output to mul-
tiple where all output up to a specified size is printed
at the terminal whether solicited or not.

MUL [,r]

number maximum number of disk records of files to be
automatically printed.

Exaple MUL

The current mode is changed to multiple with no limit on
job size.

MUL, 20

The current mode is changed to multiple, for jobs with up
to 20 disk records.

Rules And * Output from jobs with smaller than the specified
Specifications size will print automatically without a specific re-

quest.

* Jobs larger than the specified size must be solicit-
ed (WRI,PRI).

* If number = 0 or is omitted, no size limit is en-
forced, i.e. all jobs ready for printing will be
printed at the site.

* Changes in the current mode at the terminal apply
for that terminal session only.

* The basic mode of the site remains unchanged by this
command.

* Basic modes are requested of the Data Communications
Group or the Systems Group of the NCAR Scientific
Computing Division by the scientist in charge of
terminal activity.

AcImowledgnts **MULTI OUTPUT MODE SET

Diagnoslic None.
Messages
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OPR This command sends a message to the NCAR operator.

OPR,message

message A message composed by the user at the terminal
display scope.

Example OPR, PLEASE CLEAN TAPE V6789

The operator is asked by the user to clean the tape.

Rules And * A message buffer may contain a maximum of 77 charac-
Specifications ters, including the OPR characters.

* If the message is longer than 77 characters, send
two messages but wait for the acknowledgement before
sending the second message.

* Commas and blanks may appear within the message
without terminating the message.

* In the text of the message it is normally useful to
identify both yourself and job sequence number, if
applicable.

Acknowledg ts **OPERATOR CONSOLE WRITTEN

Diagnostic None.
ess~ages
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This command requests that output be printed at NCAR
rather than sent over the lines to the terminal site.

OUTunit: sequence

unit A unit keyword. Only PRI is recognized.

sequence The 6-digit job sequence nurber.

Example OUT, PRI,123456

RAles And
Specifications

Acknouledgmts

Diagnostic
Messages

* The job must exist, and must be from your site.

* Limits on the number of blocks that can be printed
at NCAR per job may be imposed in the future.

**OUTPUT AT NCAR REQUEST DONE OK

**UNRECOGNIZED OR ILLEGAL UNIT IDENTIFIER
**THIS REQUEST MUST SPECIFY THE OUTPUT UNIT
**WRITE REQUEST MUST SPECIFY THE JOB TO BE OUTPUT
**YOU CANNOT REQUEST ANYTHING OF A JOB FROM ANOTHER SITE
**REFERENCED JOB NOT IN SYSTEM
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REA This command reads from the terminal card reader.

REA,unit ,passiord

unit A unit keyword.

password The password associated with the project
number and site for this job.

ExPaple There are six recognized units. For the 200UT and IBM
2780/3780 protocols, the various unit specifications all
function identically. For the asynchronous protocol, the
various unit specifications determine what characters are
sent to the terminal to request an input card or to han-
dle errors on input cards.

REA, RDR, password

200UT: Standard synchronous read command.

IBM 2780/3780: Standard synchronous read command.

Asynchronous: NOT recommended since it requires a
1-second pause after each twelfth card
image.

card request: no characters
error: BELL, LF until continuous
stops, then error message.

input

REA,KEY, password

Asynchronous: Useful for input typed in from key-
board.

card request: LF,ACK
error: error message

REA, CAS,password

Asynchronous: Useful for input from automatic tape
drive with DC3 character at the end of
each record.

card request: DC1, ACK
error: ESC,SUB,ETX then 1-second
pause followed by card request.

REA,BUB, password

Asynchronous: Useful for input from TI terminals
with bubble memories.
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card request:
error: ESC,3
lowed by card

LF, ESC,2
then 1-second pause fol-
request

REA, CDI, password

Asynchronous: Useful for input from CDI terminals or
those without features to permit au-
tomatic retransmission of the last
card upon receipt of an error message.

card request: DC1
error: BELL,LF, error message

REA, RDC, password

Asynchronous: Useful for input from TI terminal with
RDC option.

card request: LF,ACK,DLE,7
error: BELL,LF, DLE,8 then 1-second
pause followed by card request.

Rules And
Specifications

* The first card in the job deck must be the *JOB
card.

* The password must be correct for the project and
scientist nunbers on the *JOB card.

* A file will be created for the job in the MICODCOMP
computer and cards will be read into this file.

* Asynchronous and IBM 2780/3780 protocols: no card
image in the job deck may begin with a percent sign
(%) in column one.

* Enter REA only once for a job deck.

kknmowledgemnEts

Diagnostic
Messages

**READ COMPLETE, SEQUENCE NO. IS nnnnnn

**MISSING PASSWORD
**INVALID PASSWORD
**DISK ERROR, JOB IN READER DROPPED
**UNSUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION, INPUT HELD. USE DRO OR RDY.
**READER NOT READY
**JOB CARD MLBT BE FIRST
**READ PROCESS ALREADY ACTIVE
**UNRECOGNIZED OR ILLEGAL UNIT IDENTIFIER
**INVALID SCIENTIST NUMBER, JOB ABORTED
**INVALID PROJECT NUMBER, JOB ABORTED
**SYSTEM FULL, TRY AGAIN LATER
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RBE This command rewinds an output file.

REW, unit

unit A unit keyword. Only PRI is recognized.

Example REW, PRI

The output file is rewound so that output starts at the
beginning of the file.

Rules And
Specifications

Acknowledgements

Diagnostic
Messages

* The printer is the only device that may be rewound.

* The printer rewind request will be ignored if the
printer is not active.

**SPACE DONE AS REQUESTED

**THIS REQUEST MUST SPECIFY THE OUTPUT UNIT
**UNRECOGNIZED OR ILLEGAL UNIT IDENTIFIER
**CANT SPACE IF THE PRINTER NOT ACTIVE
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SIN This command changes the current terminal output mode to
single where each job's output is solicited individually
using the WRI,PRI,sequence command.

SIN

Example SIN

The current mode is changed to single.

Rules And * Output from jobs will only be printed when specifi-
Specifications cally solicited by WRI,PRI,sequence command.

* If the terminal is already in single mode, this com-
mand does nothing.

* Changes in the current mode at the terminal apply
for that terminal session only.

* The basic mode of the site remains unchanged by this
command.

* Changes to the basic mode are not made using this
command. Basic mode changes are requested of the
Data Communications Group or the Systems Group of
the NCAR Scientific Computing Division by the scien-
tist in charge of terminal activity.

Acknowled ts **SINGLE OUTPUT MODE SET

Dianostic None.
Messages
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WRI This command requests job output.

WRil,unit ,sequience

unit A unit keyword. Only PRI is recognized.

sequence The 6-digit job sequence number.

Example WRI, PR I,997 142

After this command, the job identified will move to the
head of the queue for output.

Rules And
Secifications

* In MUL mode, the WRI command places a job at the
head of the output queue and outputs it without a
size limit check.

* In SIN mode, the WRI command causes a job to be out-
put to the site.

* The output file will be held in the MODCOMP computer
for a period of time following execution of the job.

Acknowledgments

Diagnostic
Messages

**REQUESTED OUTPUT AT QUEUE HEAD
**OUTPUT COMPLETE

**UNRECOGNIZED OR ILLEGAL UNIT IDENTIFIER
**WRITE REQUEST MUST SPECIFY THE JOB TO BE OUTPUT
**JOB RECQUESTED FOR OUTPUT NOT YET READY FOR OUTPUT
**DISK ERROR READING OUTPUT FILE, REST OF OUTPUT NOT RE-
COVERABLE
**PRINTER NOT READY
**UNSUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION, OUTPUT HELD. USE DRO, RDY,
REW, BAC OR FOR.
**THIS REQUEST MUST SPECIFY THE OUTPUT UNIT
**YOU CANNOT REQUEST ANYTHING OF A JOB FROM ANOTHER SITE
*REFERENCED JOB NOT IN SYSTEM
**JOB REQUESTED CURRENTLY OUTPUTTING
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TEHMINAL
ACKNIOWLEGIENTS

AND DIAQIOSTIC
HMESSAGES

**BAD DISPLAY IDENTIFIER
DIS: Check for blanks or misspellings in a command
line.

**CANT SPACE IF THE PRINTER NOT ACTIVE
FOR, BAC, REW: There is no activity on the printer
so the command is ignored.

**CCMMAND ERROR
Any command: Transmission error on command line, or
command not preceded by % for ASYNC or IBM 2780/3780
protocols.

**DISK ERROR, JOB IN READER DROPPED
REA: Errors encountered trying to store job on MOD-
CCMP computer disk. If the error persists, notify
NCAR operations.

**DISK ERROR READING OUTPUT FILE, REST OF OUTPUT NOT RE-
COVERABLE

WRI: Sorry, but you must resubmit your job if you
want the output.

**DROP DONE
DRO: The job has been dropped as requested.

**DROP REQUESTED FOR IDLE DEVICE, SO IGNORED
DRO: The process requested for dropping (RDR or PRI)
was not active.

**FIRST THREE PASSWORD CHARACTERS CANT BE CHANGED
CHA: Make sure the new password contains the same
first three characters as the old password.

**HOLD SENSED ON xxx
HOL: This acknowledgment is received from the MOD-
COMP computer when the hold bit for device xrv is
set.

**INVALID PASSWORD
REA, CHA: You may be using an old password. Only
one password is allowed for a given project. Only
letters and numbers up to nine characters are al-
lowed.

**INVALID PROJECT NUMBER, JOB ABORTED
REA: The project number on the *JOB card does not
match the project number associated with the password
used.

**INVALID SCIENTIST NUMBER, JOB ABORTED
REA: The scientist number of the *JOB card does not
match the scientist number associated with the pass-
word used.

**JOB CARD MUST BE FIRST
REA: Check the card order of the deck submitted.
Check for a * in column i of the *JOB card.

**JOB REQUESTED CURRENTLY OUTPUTTING
WRI: The job is already outputting at the site.
Check for printer held or out of ready.

**JOB REQUESTED FOR OUTPUT NOT YET READY FOR OUTPUT
WRI: Execution is still continuing. For MUL mode,
the job is marked for priority in the output queue.
For SIN mode, the WRI command has no effect.
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**MISSING PASSWORD
REA: The password is missing or is preceded by a
blank which terminates the command line.

**MULTI OUTPUT MODE SET
MUL: The current output mode is set to multiple.

**OPERATOR CONSOLE WRITTEN
OPR: The message has been sent to the operator
display.

**OUTPUT AT NCAR REQUEST DONE OK
OUT: This message indicates that the job has been
queued for output at NCAR.

**OUTPUT COMPLETE
WRI: This acknowledgment follows the last transmis-
sion from the output file.

**PASSWORD CHANGED OK
CHA: The new password is now valid. The old pass-
word is now invalid. Only one password is legal at a
time.

**PASSWORD ERROR
DRO: The password must be the one used when the job
was read in.

**PLEASE IDENTIFY YOUR SITE BY TYPING THE SITE CODE
The header line on dial-up: Type in the two-
character site code.

**PRINTER NOT READY
WRI: Use the RDY command to ready the printer for
writing.

**READ COMPLETE, SEQUENCE NUMBER IS xxxxxx
REA: An entire deck has been entered successfully.

**READ PROCESS ALREADY ACTIVE
REA: Either drop or complete the current read pro-
cess before trying to initiate a new read.

**READER NOT READY
REA: Read in a *END card into the reader. Ready the
reader.

**READY SENSED ON xxx
RDY: Unit xxx has been set to ready.

**REFERENCED JOB NOT IN SYSTEM
WRI, DRO, OUT: The job sequence number specified
does not exist in the system.

**REQUESTED DISPLAY NOT AVAILABLE
DIS: The HELP or NEWS file page number specifies a
nonexistent page.

**REQUESTED OUTPUT AT QUEUE HEAD
WRI: The job has been set to print next.

**SINGLE OUTPUT MODE SET
SIN: The current output mode is set to single.

**SITE CODE GIVEN ALREADY ACTIVE, TRY AGAIN
Dial connection: The site specified is currently
connected on another line. Someone else may be using
the site code, or a previous connection may have ter-
minated abnormally (i.e., disconnect without END com-
mand) and not yet timed out on the MODCOMP.
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**SPACE DONE AS REQUESTED
FOR, BAC, REW: This message acknowledges the comple-
tion of the command requested.

**SYSTEM FULL, TRY LATER
REA: Sorry, we temporarily cannot accept any more
jobs for entry from terminals.

**THIS REQUEST MUST SPECIFY THE OUTPUT UNIT
BAC, FOR, WRI, DRO, REW, OUT: The unit keyword is
missing. Check for blanks which terminate the com-
mand 1 ine.

**TRY AGAIN, SYSTEM CONFLICT
CHA: The password file is being updated at NCAR.
User changes cannot be processed during the update.
Try again in a few minutes.

**UNRECOGNIZED COMMAND
All commands: Any invalid keyboard conmmand may cause
this diagnostic. Check for the correct command for-
mat.

**UNRECOGNIZED OR ILLEGAL UNIT IDENTIFIER
REA, RDY, WRI, REW, DRO, FOR, BAC, OUT: An illegal
unit keyword may have entered. Make sure the unit
specified is recognized for the command used.

**UNRECOGNIZED SITE ID, TRY AGAIN (THREE TRYS MAX)
Dial connection: The site code as you have entered
it is not valid. You may try three times before your
terminal is disconnected.

**UNSUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION, INPUT HELD. USE DRO OR REY.
REA: Use RDY command to attempt continuation of
read. If errors persist, try again at a later time.
Excessive errors may indicate modem or phone line
problems.

**UNSUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION, OUTPUT HELD. USE DRO, RDY,
REW, BAC OR FOR.

WRI: Use RDY, REW, BAC, or FOR commands to attempt
continuation of output. If errors persist, try again
at a later time. Excessive errors may indicate modem
or phone line problems.

**WELCOME TO NCAR - TYPE IN WHAT YOU WANT TO DO
Your site is connected. Proceed to enter commands
for what you want to do.

**WRITE REQUEST MUST SPECIFY THE JOB TO BE OUTPUT
WRI, DRO, OUT: The sequence keyword is missing.
Check for blanks that terminate the command line.

**YOU CANNOT REQUEST ANYTHING OF A JOB FROM ANOTHER SITE
WRI, DRO, OUT: The first two digits of the job se-
quence number specified do not match your site
number. Check for errors entering the command.

**7600 REQUEST IS ALREADY OUTSTANDING SO COMMAND IGNORED
DRO: A previous drop notification for this job is
waiting to be sent to the 7600.
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(MaM 3: SAMPLE ST=

The sample site sessions on the following pages show the
sequence of events necessary to perform typical func>-
tions. Each sample session illustrates the "dialogue"
between a USER and the MODCOMP. Details pertaining to
the use of specific terminal hardware are emitted due to
the wide variety of terminals availableo Users of the
asynchronous and IBM 2780/3780 protocols should remember
that a leading percent sign (%) is required on all com-
mands.

The first two sample site sessions in particular are
recommended for new RJE users, and for initial testing of
new site equipment. The sample RJE site sessions are:

1. INITIATION OF A SESSION, OBTAINING JOB AND SYSTEM
STATUS, AND TERMINATION

2. SENDING A JOB (a deck of cards) (The term a deck of
cards is used throughout this chapter to mean a job
stream. The user may not actually have a deck of
cards but a job file stored in memory, on disk, on
magnetic tape, etc.)

3. TERMINATING READING BEFORE THE ENTIRE DECK IS
TRANSMITTED

4. CONTINUATION OF READING AFTER THE READER IS 1ETLD

5. PRINTING JOB OUTPUT (at the site, at NCAR, and at
another site)

6. TERMINATING PRINTING BEFORE THE ENTIRE LISTING IS
COMPLETED

7. REPOSITIONING JOB OUTPUT PRINT FILE DURING PRINTING
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I t T K CF AN USER: Turn on all terminal equipment including the
RJE SI modem. If a program or the conmunications pro-

tocol emulator is required for the terminal to
work with NCAR, load the appropriate program.

USER: Dial the appropriate NCAR RJE phone number to
match the terminal's line speed, modem type,
and communications protocol (see Table 1-1).

MODCOMP: Answer the phone, and send the carrier signal.

NOTE:

* If the MODCOMP is not operating, the phone
will not be answered. Typically, the MOD-
COMP answers within one to three rings.

* If the called line is busy and all subse-
quent lines, if any, on the same telephone
rotary are busy, the user will hear a busy
signal.

USER: May not have to take any action at this step,
depending on site equipment. If the site has
an acoustic coupler, put the phone handset into
the modem's acoustic coupler. If the site has
a microcomputer/integrated system, the user may
have to press the DATA buttom on the phone or
the modem. Modems typically allow 2 to 12
seconds for the user to push the DATA button or
to put the phone handset into the acoustic
coupler.

NOTE:

* The user's modem should be in the Ori-
ginate Mode, not in the Answer Mode, and
should be set for Half-Duplex communica-
tions, not for Full-Duplex.

MODCOMP: Send the following message to the user's termi-
nal:

**PLEASE IDENTIFY YOUR SITE BY TYPING IN MhE SITE CODE**

USER: Send the NCAR PJE Site Code <ss> (2 characters)
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MODCOMP: Verify the site code. Check that the site is
not presently conducting another session with
the MODCOMP. Send the message:

**WELCOME TO NCAR - SITE <ss> - TYPE IN WHAT YOU WANT TO DO**

USER: Enter a command such as DIS,SIT[,n] (DISplay
SITe information).

MODCOMP Sends response to the DIS, SIT command to the
user's CRT screen or printer.

NOTE:

* When the page number n is omitted from the
command, the default is page 0. If there
are too many jobs to fit on one page, use
DIS,SIT,1 (n may be a maximum of 7).

* The user should note the port number given
in the response to the DIS,SIT command in
case problems arise during the RJE site
session. The port number helps identify
the actual MIDCOMP phone line which is in
use for the RJE site session.

USER: Enter appropriate conmands as desired.

USER: Always terminate an RJE site session with the
END command.

This crminand tells the MODCOMP that the user
has completed all transactions for this phone
call. Failure to use this command may cause
the next caller to continue this same site ses-
sion. Several minutes of inactivity are
required on a phone line before the MODCOMP
will automatically reset the line.

MODCOMP: Hangs up the phone used for this RJE site ses-
sion, resets the internal software entries for
the site, and immediately prepares for a new
RJE site session on this phone line.
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SNIN A J]B USER: Initiate an RJE site session (see the previous
(A DE X CAF ) session). Send the DIS,SIT[,n] command and

note the status of the card reader.

MODCOMP: Sends the response to the DIS,SIT command.

USER: If the reader is marked HELD, send the RDY,RDR
command.

MODCOMP: Marks the reader as being ready to transmit a
card deck.

USER: Send the DIS,SIT command, as above, to check
the reader status.

MODCOMP: Sends the response to the DIS SIT command. The
card reader status should now be IDLE but ready
to go (not HELD).

USER: Send a REA,RPDR,password command.

MODCCMP: Verify if the password is correct for this RJE
site, change the card reader status to ACTIVE,
and prepare to receive a job deck.

USER: Send the job deck. The deck must begin with a
*JOB,... card and end with a *END card:

AsyncbronomX: enter each card image via the
terminal keyboard (see table 2-1 for other REA
commands for reading the card deck from asyn-
chronous terminal equipment such as a cassette
or a bubble memory).

IBN 2780/3780 or 200OT: transmit the card
deck. The method depends on the particular
equipment used at the site.

NOTE: Before sending the job deck:

(1) Verify all parameters on the *JOB card.
User and project numbers must agree with
the password and site code used.

(2) For asynchronous and IBM 2780/3780 proto-
cols, verify that no card in the job deck
begins with a percent sign (%).

(3) Verify. that "the last card of the job deck
is a *END card.

MGDCOMP: Check all parameters on the *JOB card and see
that they agree with the password and site
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code. Once a *END card is encountered, change
the card reader status to IDLE, assign a se-
quence number to the job deck, and transmit the
message:

** READ CXMPLETE, SEQUENCE NUMBER IS ssnnnn **

USER:

USER:

USER:

Note the sequence number of the job for future
reference (i.e., checking the job status or
printing the job output). ss is the site code
and nnnn is the job number for the site.

Continue the RJE site session.

* ®

* I

Terminate the RJE site session by using the END
commnand.
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ml B - [ I I r USER:

EIIRIE DEmK IS
USER:

USER:

Send a job deck with a REA,RDR,password command
(see the session, SENDING A JOB).

Only a portion of the job deck has been sent
(i.e., the *END card has not been sent yet, the
user desires to abort the reading of the job
deck).

Send the DRO, RDR[, password] command.

MODCOMP Throw away the partial job deck, mark the
reader status IDLE, and send the message "DROP
DONE" to the site. Transmission of more cards
from a job deck will result in the message
"COMMAND ERROR" unless the cards are immediate-
ly preceeded by a REA command.

USER:

USER:

Enter appropriate commands as desired.

* *

Terminate the JE site session with the END

Terminate the RJE site session with the END
command.
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- P---s.saIa (? (by either the user or the mODCOMP)

RJEAR IS HED USER: In the process oa sending a job deck, but the
reader has been put into the HELD status.

NOTE:

* The user can put the reader into the HEL)
status by interrupting the transmission of
a job deck and issuing the HOL RDR com-
mand.

* The MODCMP can put the reader into the
HELD status when it detects transmission
errors, and the MDCOMP then sends the
message:

** UNSUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION, INPUT HELD. USE DRO OR RDY **

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

* Conditions which prompt the MODCOMP to put
the reader into the HELD status are proto-
col dependent:

:Asy~droxm while processing a
%REA,KEY [ ,password] command, if the MOD-
COMP detects a parity error, it will hold
the input, send the "UNSUCCESSFCJL
TRANSMISSION" message, and discard the
last card image received. Other %REA com-
mands do not hold the reader upon detec-
tion of parity errors (see descriptions of
the other %REA commands in Chapter 2).

1 E 2780/3780: once the communications
protocol has requested retransmission of a
buffer of cards, a predetermined number of
times (typically 6), the MODCOMP will hold
the input, send the "UNSUCCESSFUL
TRANSMISSION" message, and discard the
last transmission buffer of cards. The
number of cards in the transmission buffer
is determined by the local terminal equip-
ment.

20GTf: once the communications protocol
has requested retransmission of a buffer
of cards, a predetermined number of times
(typically 7), the MODCOMP will hold the
input, send the "UNSUCCESSFUL TRANSMIS-
SION" message, and discard the last
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transmission buffer of cards. The number
of cards in the transmission buffer is
determined by the local terminal equip-
ment.

USER: Send the DIS,SIT ccGmand to verify that the
reader is held.

MODCOMP: Sends the response to the DIS,SIT ccGmand.

USER: Send the PRDY,RDR command:

MODCOMP: Resets read status to ACTIVE, and awaits
transmission of additional cards of a job deck.

NOITE: If the MODC4OMP held the
discarded the last card image
sion buffer that it received.
continues until a *END card is

read process, it
or card transmis-
The read process
encountered.

MODCOMP: Encounters a *END card, assigns a sequence
number to the job deck, and sends the message:

** READ COMPLETE, SEQUENCE NUMBER IS ssnnnn **
I, I

USER:

USER:

Note the sequence number, and continue the RJE
site session.

* ·

* *
* v

Terminate the PJE site session by using the END
cormmand.
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no am

Printing Jcb
Output at Ycur

Site:

USER:

USER:

Initiate an RJE site session (see the session,
INITIATION OF A SESSION).

Send the DIS,SIT[,n] command.

MODCCOMP Sends response to the DIS SIT command to the
user s terminal.

USER:

USER:

Locate the desired job in the DIS,SIT response,
and note the sequence number. The job status
must be either OQ (job in Output Queue) or OD
(job in Output Disposal queue) in order to be
printed.

Send WRI,PRI,ssnnnn (ss is the site code, nnnn
is the job number for site ss). It may be
necessary to issue the RDY,PRI conmmand.

MODCOMP: Set the printer status to ACTIVE, and send the
message:

** REQUESTED OUTPUT AT QUEUE HEAD **

Send the job output to the site.

NO(E:

* The job typically is sent to the site½s
printer depending on the site's configura-
tion of equipment and software. The out-
put may be placed on a disk file, put in a
bubble memory, displayed on a CRT screen,
etc. (refer to local site documentation).
When the job output is finished, the MOD-
COMP sends the message:

** OUTPT COMPLETE **

The job output in the MODCOMP is moved to
the output disposal queue, the status is
marked OD (Output Disposal queue), and the
retention period is typically set to 20
minutes. Hence, an additional copy can be
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printed at the site if a printer problem
occurred such as a paper jam or a broken
ribbon.

Output t Job at USER: Send OIJT,PRI,ssnnnn (ss is the site code; nnnn
FCAR is the job number for site ss).

MODCOMP: Send the message:

** OUTPUT AT WCAR REQUEST DONE OK **

I -I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Put the job in the queue to be printed at NCAR,
and mark the job status as IN (in NCAR printer
queue) or ON (printing On NCAR's MODCCMP
printer). Once, the job has been printed, move
it to OD (Output Disposal queue) where the
retention period is typically set to 20
minutes.

NOTE:

* Limits on the number of blocks that can be
printed at NCAR per job may be imposed in
the future.

* Output produced at NCAR is mailed to the
site on the next normal NCAR business day.

Sexbng bthe Job USER: Send MOV, ssnnnn,xx[,password] commnand (MOVe
Outpxt to Arotber output for job ssnnnn to site xx).

Site:
NOTE:

* The user must be logged on as site code
ss. The job status must be either OQ (on
Output Queue) or OD (on Output Disposal
queue), and if the user has a site pass-
word, it must be used.

* Once the MOV command is executed, the out-
put file is no longer available at site ss
since the output file has been moved to
site xx with a sequence number of xxnnnn.
The output does NOT have an associated
password at the new site.

MODCOMP: Send the message:
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** MOVE DONE **

Put the job on the OQ (Output Queue) of site xx
under sequence number xxnnnn.

Terminate the RJE session with the END cHmiand.
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USER:

MIS C G- TUSER:a

USER:

While printing a job deck with a W7RI,PRI com-
mand and only a portion of the job output has
been received, the user desires to abort the
printing of the listing.

Send the DRO,OUT,ssnnnn[,password] (ss is the
site code, and nnnn is the job number for the
site) command.

AsynrlmATciom: interrupt the printing by tril-
ling back and forth on a couple of keyboard
keys. At the end of each print line, the MOD-
COMP listens for a few milliseconds to see if
the site is sending anything. If so, the MOD-
COMP will stop printing the job output and will
send the message:

**UNStUCESSFUL TRANSMISSION, OUTPUT HELD. USE DRO, RDY, REW, BAC OR FOR.**

II 2780/3780 ail 200XT: stop the print pro-
cess on the local terminal equipment (consult
local equipment documentation).

MODCOMP: Set the printer status to IDLE, and send the
message:

** DROP DOE **

USER:

USER:

The job output in the MODCOMP is moved to the
output disposal queue, the status is marked OD
(Output Disposal queue), and the retention
period is typically set to 20 minutes allowing
an additional copy to be printed at the site if
needed.

Continue the RJE site session.

Terminate the RJE site session by using the END
command.
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ST G - J;1 USER: While the user is printing a job deck with a
O(iT PRIW FILE WRIPR commi'and and only a portion of the job

DQRIN5 PRINTING output has been received, the user desires to
abort the printing of the listing.

USER: Send the HOL PRI coemmand:

i .rnu rut. the pzrinting by tril-
ling back and fot h onL a co..uple .o:f keyboard
keys At th_:e end of each print line, the MOD-
COMP ist.&s .for a few milliseconds to see if
the site is sending anything. If so, the MOD-
COMP will stop printing the job output and send
the message:

**UNSUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSI, OUTPUT EL. USE DRO, R)Y, REW,, BAC OR FOR.**

ITS 2780/37M :i 2a 0..f stop the print pro-
cess on the local termina-l equipment (consult
local equipment documnentation) , and then send a
card image with %HOLPRI beginning in column 1.

MODCOMP: Set the printer status to HEID, stop sending
the printer output, and send the message:

** HOLD SENSED CN PRI **

USER: Send one of the following cornands:

Command Action

3-13

RDY,PRI Resume printing from the point where printing stopped.
REW,PRI Rewind the print file and start printing from the very beginning.
BAC,PRI,n Backspace the print file by n MODCOMP disk blocks (1024

characters each) and resume printing at that new point.
FOR,PRI,n Forward-space the print file by n MODCOMP disk blocks and resume

printing at that new point. If n is large enough to space past
the end of the print file, the last eight disk blocks are printed.



Continue the RJE site session.

* -

by using the END

Terminate the RJE site session by using the END
comnand.

USER:

USER:
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This section contains items of interest to the general
RJE site user. The various topics covered are:

1. Site Already Active message, END Command, and Tifme
Out

2. Resetting of Printer or Screen Line Length

3. Interrupting or Stopping Printer Output

4. Dropping a Job From a BACKGROUND Queue

5. Using Tapes From an RJE Site

6. Operator Console Messages

Site Alrealy
Active IMssaJt

To Out

Sane of the modems connected to the MODCOMP are unable to
tell the MODCOMP that the user's call has been discon-
nected. In order to detect such circumstances, the MOD-
COMP times how long it has been since anything was re-
ceived from the site during the current session. After 3
to 10 minutes of silence from the site depending on pro-
tocol, line speed, and modem, the MODCOMP will time-out
and end that particular site session. All normal RJE
site sessions should be terminated by the user issuing
the END command. This command causes the MODCOMP to hang
up the phone line and reset the associated communications
port in preparation of a new site session. The END com-
mand, thus, avoids the 3- to 10-minute time-out period.

For IBM 2780/3780 and 200UT protocols, if a second user
calls during the 3- to 10-minute time-out period, and if
the first user's call was disconnected without an END
command, the second user will continue the first user's
site session. Issuance of the DIS,SIT command will re-
veal the first user's site code. If this is happening
frequently, please call the NCAR Scientific Computing
Division Data Communications Group so that the site not
using the END command can be contacted. At present, when
the second site discovers that it is continuing another
site's RJE session, the second site should issue an END
command and re-dial.

If a user dials the MODCOMP, tries to log on, and re-
ceives the message **SITE ALREADY ACTIVE, it means either
another user is presently conducting a site session with
the same site code or a previous user recently discontin-
ued a session for the site without using an END command.
The user should check to see if another user at the site
is active on another terminal. The MODCOMP can only han-
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die one user/terminal pair per site at any given moment.
If no other users at the site are logged onto the NCAR
RJE, the user should wait 5 to 10 minutes and re-dial.

Resetting of
Printer or Screen

Line- Leng I

For each site code, the MODCOMP has a parameter for the
site's printer line length. The MODCOMP will ensure that
it sends no print line greater than this length to the
site. Long lines will be split, and the leftover portion
will be sent as a second line. If the MODCOMP does not
seem to be using the entire print line capability of the
terminal's printer, call or send a note with the site
code and number of printable characters in a printer line
to a member of the Data Communications Group to have the
parameter changed. The print line parameter applies to
all job output sent to the site.

A second parameter exists to choose between 50 and 80
column responses to RJE commands such as DIS,SIT. If
this parameter needs to be changed, please call or write
a member of the Data Communications Group.

Interrpting or
Stpping Printer

Output

The method of interrupting or stopping printer output is
dependent on both the communications protocol and the
site's terminal equipment. For the latter, the user
should consult local site equipment documentation.

For As x : trill back and forth on a couple of
keyboard keys until the printer stops printing. At the
end of each print line, the MODCOMP will listen for a few
milliseconds to see if the site is transmitting. If the
site is transmitting, the MODCOMP will hold the printing.
Since the window at the end of each print line is so
brief, continuous trilling on a couple of keys is recom-
mended. If the site equipment is diverting the output to
a local file, the user may need to consult local documen-
tation to determine how to interrupt this process to
reactivate the keyboard; however, this may not always be
possible. Once the transmission of the print file stops,
the MODCCMP is ready to receive a printer command. See
sample RJE site sessions, "Terminating Printing Before
the Entire Listing Is Completed," and "Repositioning Job
Output Print File During Printing" (Chapter 3).

For IBM 2780/3780 and 20T: send to the MODCOMP the
command HOL, PRI or DRO, PRI. Local site equipment docu-
mentation should be consulted to determine how to inter-
rupt printer output to send a command line. On scme ter-
minal equipment, this may not be possible. Once the
transmission of the print file stops, the MODCOMP is
ready to receive a printer command. See sample RJE site
sessions, "Terminating Printing Before the Entire Listing
Is Caompleted," and "Repositioning Job Output Print File
During Printing" (Chapter 3).
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Drcppig a Job
frca a B2KO

Using Tapes from
an ME Site

When a user submits a job containing a *BACKGR(OND card,
the MODCOMP assigns a job sequence number as usual. Hcw-
ever, the job deck is first processed by a queue manager
which puts the job into the appropriate queue and gen-
erates a one-page output which contains a new queue-
manager sequence number for the job's execution on a
mainframe computer. In order to drop a job from a queue,
the queue-manager sequence number is needed. The Camput-
er Operations staff can run a program to recover the
queue-manager sequence number if the user can supply the
sequence number assigned to the card deck. To drop a job
from a queue, please supply the Computer Operations staff
with the user name on the *JOB card and the queue-manager
sequence number. This can be done either by a phone call
(303-494-5151, ext. 536) or by an operator console mes-
sage during an RJE site session (see "Operator Console
Messages" below).

If a job requires one or more physical computer tapes,
the Operations Staff appreciates receiving an Operator
Console message (see the OPR command, below) giving the
name on the *JOB card and the labels of all tapes needed
for the job. This permits the staff to collect all tapes
needed for a job at one time, often before the job begins
to execute.

NOTE: A job can only write to a tape if the user name on
the *JCB card agrees with one of the user name(s)
on the physical tape.

During an RJE site session, a user can send a message to
the MODCOMP Operator Console with the command OPR. Since
no operator is assigned to monitor only this one console,
users should expect a delay of several minutes before re-
ceiving a response from an operator, particularly during
peak-load hours or shifts with few personnel. The com-
mand permits the user to transfer one command line with a
maximum of 80 characters including the characters for the
command to the operator console. If a message requires
more than one line, use the OPR command for each line,
and wait after each line for the MODCOMP response
**OPERATOR CONSOLE WRITTEN before sending the next line.

It should be noted that the Operations Staff have not had
the opportunity to study or work with the details of the
RJE system. RJE-related problems should be referred to
members of the Data Communications Group.

En L B Wn rFC This section focuses on a variety of techniques for mak-
ing effective use of an RJE terminal. One important con-
sideration is the minimization of long-distance telephone
costs which can easily become a significant budget item.
The main topics covered in this section are:
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1. Storing Program Decks Online at NCAR

2. Storing Job Control Language (JCL) Cards Online

3. Minimizing Transmission of Job Output

Whenever the amount of information to be transmitted over
the telephone can be reduced, not only is the phone bill
reduced, but the chances of transmission errors is also
minimized. This can be an important factor as somane
transmission errors may remain undetected until one at-
tempts to run the job on one of the ccnputers.

Storing Program
Decks Online at

NCR

Under the NCAR operating system, programmer files may be
written to a mass storage system and subsequently read.
A remote job entry user may wish to maintain a program on
the mass storage system as a file.

Large programs and small datasets may be read in only
once at the terminal and entered on the mass storage dev-
ice. Sequent runs need only reference the files required
on the appropriate control cards, without reading in
large decks of cards at the terminal. Line charges and
transmission errors may be reduced by limiting the amount
of information going over the lines. An editing capabil-
ity is available for these files to correct errors and
make changes to the deck. A complete description of
storing program decks online at NCAR is given in the User
Guide, Storing, Retrieving, and Editing Programs.

Storing Job

(L) Cards O-Li

During program development or production runs, -it is
often convenient to store a set of Job Control Language
(JCL) cards at NCAR rather than transmit them or key them
in manually each time the job is run. In order to store
JCL cards, they need to be altered so the system does not
recognize them as JCL cards. This can be easily done by
changing the asterisk (*) in column one of the NCAR 7600
JCL cards into another character such as a colon (:).
The modified JCL cards can then be stored on PLIB in the
normal manner (see the User Guide, Storing, Retrieving,
and Editing Programs).

Do not change the asterisk (*) to a percent sign (%)
since the percent sign is used as a flag for RJE commands
in asynchronous and IBM 2780/3780 protocols. A colon (:)
is recommended.

To store modified JCL cards, it is necessary to run a
small job, such as that illustrated below:
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Thre seven cards beginning wit-h a colon are stored on the
userrs PLIB file. To retrieve these card images and con-
vert them back into JCL cards which are then inrmediately
interpreted by the system, the user runs a regular job
but uses a *EDIT card to refer to the file "myjcll" for
the JCL:

The *EDIT card changes the colons into
inserts the JCL card images into the
interpreted by the 7600.

asterisks and then
card stream being

In order to minimize phone bills, only essential job out-
put should be printed at the site. There are a variety
of approaches that can be used, some of which are dis-
cussed below:

MODC:MP Commands FOR, PRI, n and BAC .PRI, n
Printing Output on Microfilm
CRAY-Directed Dispose

MODCOMP Commands
FOR,PRI, n and

BAC, PRI, n

These two ccmmands, described in Chapter 2 and in the
Chapter 3 Sample Site Session entitled, "Repositioning
Job Output Print File During Printing, can be used to
"page" through a long output to find a section of in-
terest. The number "n" in the two commands refers to
MODCOMP disk blocks of 1024 characters each. Depending

4-5

*JOB, uuuu ,pppppppp, username
*LIMIT, T=-S, PT=5S, PR=5, PU=0 ,DD80=0, C=1000
*EDIT, D=PLIB, DN=myj cll, OL
: VOLUME, 1 ,VSN=XXX001, STAGEIN=RTMA,CONV=-BN, TAPE=16 9, R
: VOLUME, 2, VSN=XXX002, STAGEIN=RT,MArCONV=BN, TAPE=I16 9, R
:VOLIME, 3 ,VSN=XXX003, STAGEIN=RTr,MA,CWV=BN, TAPE= 16, 9, R
: VOLUME, 4,VSN=DISK
:VOLUME, 8 VSN=YYYOOl, STAGCEOuT-MD
:VOLUME, 9 ,VSN=YYY002, STAGMEfX7T=MD
:FORTRAN, S=PLIB, SN=myplots
*END

*JOB, uuuu rpppppppp, username
*LIMIT, T=2 , PT-3, PR=50 ,DD80=200
*EDIT,S=PLIB,SN=myjcll, : := *

· [Additional User JCL Cards]

*FORTRAN, S=PLIB, SN=nyprogr am
· [User program from PLIB file, probably with a few mod cards]

*RUN, I

[User data cards, if any]

*END
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on the formatting of the output, one disk block may
correspond to a partial page heavily filled with charac-
ters or to several pages of short lines. If the
FOR,PRI,n command attempts positioning beyond the end of
the file, it is reset to point to the last 8 disk blocks.
This is an easy way to ensure that the CRAY logfile or
,u00 accounting and tape summary are positioned for
printing.

Printing Output on Jobs executed on the 7600 can print output to the micro-
Microfilm film device by writing output to a logical unit number

"n" assigned to the dd80 with the JCL card:

*ASSIGN,n=DD80

FORTRAN-formatted WRITE statements in the user' s code
reference logical unit number "n" (other than 5 or 6).
For example:

*JOB, uuuu,pppppppp, username
*ASSIGN, 7=DD80
*FORTRAN, FL

WRITE (7,900) I,A, (B(I) ,I=l,N)
900 FORMAT (1X,I5/10F12.3)

*END

For jobs executing on the CRAY-1, output written to a
logical unit number with the FORTRAN-formatted WRITE
statement can be sent to the 7600 microfilm device by
using the FORTRAN routine PRFIIM (lunit) in the user' s
FORTRAN code:
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Each time PRFILM is called, whatever has been written on
"lunit" since the last PRFIIM call is added to a file
which is then sent to the dd80 for processing. For code

which is being debugged, it is best to put in a PRFIIM
call after nearly every group of write statements in case
the program fails. If the program failed before the CALL
PRFILM (lunit) statement is executed, no output is sent
to the dd80. The NCAR SCD Consulting Office has copies

of the PRFIIM writeup for further details.

CRAY-Directed
DISPOSE

For jobs executed on the CRAY-1, it is possible to

dispose a file to a site other than the one from which

the job was submitted. Once the file is disposed, it is
released from CRAY-1 storage. For details of CRAY-1 JCL

statements, see the CRAY-1 computer manual, CRAY-OS

Reference Manual (2240011). A CRAY-1 printer file can be
disposed to the 7600 output with the CRAY-1 JCL state-

ment:

*JOB, uuuu, ppppppp, username
DISPOSE, DN=$OUT, TID=99nnnnn, DEFER.

A site code of 99 is used on the DISPOSE statement to

have the output printed on the 7600 high-speed printers

or to have microfilm produced instead of being sent to an
RJE site via the MODCOMP. The nnnnnn is an arbitrary

name of six characters, preferrably the first six charac-

ters of the name field on the JCB card. The DEFER causes

all output to be sent to the 7600. Omitting the DEFER

sends the log file back to the MODCOMP. If this is done,

an cperator message (see the OPR command) should be used

to ask the operator to capture the output frcm the 7600

printer to have it mailed to your site. The name on the

*JOB card, the sequence number, and the site code to

which the output is to be sent must be included.
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WRITE (7,900) I,A, (B(I) ,I=l,N)
900 FORMAT (lX, I5/10F12.3)

CALL PRFILM(7)

*

I I
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The material presented in this section is of a technical
nature and designed to aid the user in locating and elim-
inating many RJE problems. The topics covered in this
section are:

1. Protocol Standards

2. Special Characters and the NCAR 7600 Character set

3. Deletion of Characters and Lines

4. Delimiting the End of a Card or Line

5. Half-Duplex Turnaround Delay

6. Test Decks

Prtnc2 t.Stai

NCAR Asynchronous:

IBM 2780/3780:

Control Data 200UT:

For each of the three commnunications protocols supported
at NCAR for RJE sites, the appropriate character set and
reference for the protocol standard are:

ASCII, even parity, enforced
Half-duplex communications
Standard given in Appendix B of this manual

EBCDIC, half-duplex communications
Binary (transparent) data mode NOT supported
Standards, given in:

- General Information: Binary Synchronous
Communications, IBM System Reference Library,
File No. TP-09, Order No. GA27-3004-2

- Component Description: IBM 2780 Data Transmission
Terminal, IBM System Reference Library, File No.
2780-09, Order No. GA27-3005-3

- Component Information for the IBM 3780 Data
Communication Terminal, IBM Systems, File No.
3780-09, Order No. GA27-3063-3

External BCD with odd parity
Half-duplex communications
Binary (transparent) data mode NOT supported
Standard given in Control Data 200 User Terminal,

Control Data Hardware Reference Manual,
Publication No. 82128000
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Secial Characters
and the NCAR 7600

Character Set

The character set on the 7600 is limited to 64 characters
(see Appendix A, FORTRAN Reference Manual, NCAR-TN/IA-70,
Revision 3, April 1978). Since one of these characters
is reserved as a delimiter for MODCOMP-7600 communica-
tions (the logical 'not' sign), only 63 characters are
available to the RJE user. Even though each protocol has
its own character set, everything is translated into the
7600's character set before the MODCOMP submits the job
to the 7600. Job output returning from the 7600 then has
the characters translated back to the set appropriate for
the particular protocol.

Lower case characters are mapped into upper case charac-
ters on the MODCOMP. Characters which do not correspond
to a valid NCAR 7600 character are mapped into a space
(or blank). The logical 'not' sign (an overline with a
small tail at the right end, ASCII HEX 5E, or EBCDIC HEX
5F) is reserved for MODCOMP-7600 communications.

An annotated copy of the NCAR 7600 character set is
reproduced in Appendix A of this manual. RJE users can
submit the following job to have Appendix A printed out
on their own terminal equipment:

*JOB, uuuu ,pppppppp, username
*LIMIT, TliS, PT=lS, PR=6, PU=0 ,DD80=0 ,C=1000
*EDIT, S=ULIB, SN=CHAR7600 ,OL
*END

Included in the annotated character set are notes sug-
gesting how the above job can be used to determine char-
acter mappings between the user's site equipment and
NCAR's 7600.

There are two special characters which are frequently
used and which may create problems for RJE users: the
single quote character (used on *EDIT cards for string
replacements) and the backslash character (used on CRAY-1
JCL cards EOF and EOD). The table below shows how to
obtain these two characters through any of the NCAR sup-
ported protocols. Users may need to consult local docu-
mentation to determine which key-top or punch-card graph-
ics on their equipment produce the desired character in
the protocol.
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WMAR Reference
Manual Graphic

I +T

NCAR 7600
Printer Graphic

Protocol
Graphic

Protocol
Hex Code

Asynchronous 22
(ASCII) \ > 5C

IBM 2780/3780 7£ I

(EBCDIC)\ >\ :E

200UT (Ext. 4C
BCD, odd parity) > 3D

Deleticn of
Characters and

Lines

The method of deleting characters and lines at an RJE
site is dependent on both the communications protocol
used and the local site equipment:

Asynchronous: the backspace key (ASCII character <BS> or
88 hex with even parity) may be used to delete individual
characters one at a time, or the ASCII <CAN> character
(18 hex with even parity) may be used to delete an entire
line. These may be used either on command lines starting
with a % sign or on lines denoting cards of a job deck.
The ASCII characters <LF> (line feed), <RUB> (rub out) ,
and <XOFF> (turn off) are ignored by the MODCOMP. Once
the <CR> or <ETX> character has been transmitted to
denote the end of the line or card image, no further
editing is possible.

IBM 2780/3780 and 200UT: editing of command lines and
card images at the user's site before they are transmit-
ted is dependent on the local site equipment (consult lo-
cal equipment documentation). Once a command line is re-
ceived by the MODCOMP, it cannot be be edited fram the
site.

For all the protocols, if a bad card image is being
stored on a PLIB file at NCAR, a subsequent job can edit
the bad card image.

of a e ating ther
of a Card or Lim

The character used to denote the end of a card image or a
command line is dependent on the protocol used to commun-
icate with the MODCOMP. On RJE terminal equipment, which
is configured to transmit card images from memory, disk,
or tape, the user should consult local equipment documen-
tation to determine the method used to delimit cards and
lines in the local file system. If these delimiters are
different than those required by the MODCOMP for the com-

munications protocol used, the local site equipment will
need to translate the local delimiters into the one(s)
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required by the MDODCOMP. Trailing blanks on ccmmand
lines and cards may be eliminated.

Asynchronous: use either of the ASCII characters <CR> or
<ETX> (8D or 03 in hex with even parity).

IBM 2780/3780: use the EBCDIC character <IUS> (sometimes
denoted as <US>, hex IF).

200UT: the external BCD character <IRS> (AE in -hex with
odd parity) denotes the end of a card. <NL> denotes the
end of a print line (15 in hex with odd parity).

Half-DupLex The MODCOMP hardware is capable of half-duplex conmunica-
lbmarcxzl DelIay tions only. In half-duplex, equipment at one end of the

line can be either transmitting or receiving, but not
both, at any given moment. When modems are used to
transmit data over the long-distance phone network, 150
milliseconds are generally required to turn the echo
suppressors around. This time is also longer than that
required for the MODCOMP software to switch one of its
ports from send to receive modes or vice versa.

Half-duplex modems often have a switch for short delays
for local calls without echo suppressors or long delays
for long-distance calls. If the setting is a user-
selected or a user-defined option, it should be included
in the local modem documentation. The turnaround delay
on sane terminal systems can also be controlled from
software. Users should check to see that their modems
are in half-duplex mode, and that the turnaround delay,
if user selectable, is set close to 150 milliseconds.

Users of VADIC 1200 bps asynchronous modems, set in the
full-duplex mode will have to implement the 150 mil-
lisecond delay after the transmission of <CR> or <ETX> in
software in order to avoid losing characters at the be-
ginning of card images or lines. The problem is particu-
larly acute when asynchronous terminals transmit card
files fromn memory, disks, or tapes. See Chapter 2, the
REA command, for the various forms of the read command
tailored to asynchronous terminals with storage devices.
When the modem is in full-duplex mode and used to coarnun-
icate with the MODCOMP, the local terminal equipment will
need to be put in half-duplex mode in order to echo user
keystrokes to the user's output device such as the CRT or
the printer. This permits the user to see what is being
entered at the keyboard. The MODCOMP does not echo char-
acters received back to the user's terminal equipment.
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Test Dcks When data conmunications problems are suspected, it is
often helpful to have several documented test decks
available at the user's site. The documentation should
include how to run the test decks, including how to turn
on and set up the RJE equipment, and a copy of the
results which should be produced by a successful run of
each test deck. The three categories which should be
covered by the test decks are-

RJE Comands and Sample Site Sessions
Sample Job Decks
Four Card Test Deck

RJE Caommands and
Sample Site

Sessions

Sample Job Decks

Four-Card Test
Deck

TBDOGLEBDOT-
vnsos

Instructions on how to issue commands on the site's
equipment and how to display the response to the commands
should be readily available. Complete examples, includ-
ing how the output appears on the local equipment, should
be given for several of the common commands such as
DIS,SIT[,n], DIS,NEW[,n] , DIS,BQx[,n], REA,dev[,pass-
word], and WRI, PRIssinnnn Adding local information to
the Sample Site Sessions in Chapter 3 would probably suf-
fice.

Decks and their corresponding output should be made up
for three categories:

- Short deck: Under 12 cards (the size of same proto-
col buffers and the MODCOMP buffers)

- Medium deck: About 50 cards (several buffers and
perhaps typical length of many site jobs)

- Large deck: About 450 cards (can point out timing
problems or intermittent timing problems)

It is often handy if one test deck contains all 63 of the
NCAR 7600 character set, where each character appears at
least once in each character position (for checking the
RJE printer, see section above on the NCAR 7600 character
set and Appendix A).

The four card test deck is used for printing a copy of
the NCAR 7600 character set (see section above and Appen-
dix A) to produce a local copy of Appendix A.

The material in this section presents a brief guide to
RJE troubleshooting for NCAR RJE users. Since a wide
variety of equipment is in use at the RJE sites, the user
will need to supplement the material below with specific
documentation for the site's hardware and software. For
this reason, it is often helpful to check any problems
with the site's RJE expert first.



Troubleshooting is an iterative process which attempts to
define the problem encomuntered in terms of the user's
past experience with the equipmnent. Generally, the user
will be able to locate and eorrect, the problem by re-
ferencing this section. Failing that, the user should
contact RJE maintenance personnel at her/his site.

There are four major areas where co(mmon RJE problems can
occur. Each is briefly discussed below. More detailed
explanations of these problemn areas will be foumd within
this section. The four main areas are:

1. Telephone Lines

2. Site Equipment

3. NcAR's MODCOTp

4. Other NCAR Systems

Te Lines

Site a

Noisy connections are not uncormon. Use the END command,
and re-dial for a new connection path.

Users should consult local documentation and resident ex-
perts first.

Hardware -- switch settings, modem, cables,
RS-232 circuit, disks, and CPU.
diagnostics.

keyboard,
Run local

Software -- protocol emulator, RS-232 driver, parity gen-
erator, and file system. Run local diagnos-
tics.

Users should consult NCAR RE documentation first.

Hardware --

Software --

when the machine is down, it does not answer
the phone. Call (303) 494-5151 ext. 313 for
recorded message on machine status.

do NOT
testing
a.m. to
day, as

conduct PJE sessions during system
time which is scheduled from 7:00
8:30 a.m. MST, Monday through Satur-
jobs can be lost.

Users should consult NCAR manuals first.

Hardware -- known problems are mentioned in the Daily
Bulletin (see DIS,NEW command, chapter 2).
More frequent updates are available on a
recording by calling NCAR ext. 313. New
problems should be discussed with the NCAR
Consulting Office ext. 579.
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Software check input job deck for errors, and check
manuals for correct usage. Recent system
problems are mentioned in the Daily Bulletin
and in recent issues of The Record. New
problems should be discussed with the NCAR
Consulting Office, ext. 579.

Co-qS PRlEig

Line Noise It is not uncommon to obtain a noisy telephone circuit
path when establishing a call for an RJE site session.
Each time a telephone number is dialed, equipment at
phone company exchanges seeks a free line to the next
node of the telephone network. Which line is selected
depends on what other calls are established through the
exchange at that moment.

During peak telephone usage hours in the Boulder-Denver
area (e.g., around 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.), a call placed
on the East Coast may actually be routed through Califor-
nia in order to reach NCAR. The extra miles and ex-
changes can sometimes add enough noise so that a site
terminal and the MODCOMP have a hard time hearing each
other even though voice conversations would be unaffect-
ed.

The common symptoms of such telephone line problems dur-
ing a RJE site session will be error messages from the
MODCOMP saying "** ILLEGAL COMMAND **" (the user enters
DIS,SIT but the MODCOMP hears DI%,SIT) or "** UNSUCCESS-
FUL TRANSMISSION **" (job decks or job outputs are not
being transmitted clearly and correctly).

The best cure, and the one to try first in such cases, is
to use the END command (if you have succeeded in initiat-
ing a site session), hang up, and re-dial the MODCOMP.
The next call will obtain a different telephone circuit
path, which hopefully, will avoid the noisy exchange or
line causing the problems in the previous call. Some-
times a path may be noisy enough so that you can hear
static right after the MODCCMP answers and begins sending
the carrier tone. If this is the case, it is probably
best to hang up and re-dial.

Echo Suppressors Sometimes what appears to be noise on the phone line is
really the echo suppressors used to dampen reflected sig-
nals in the long-distance circuits. When one end of a
phone line stops talking and the other begins, the echo
suppressors must be turned around the other way. If one
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of them is slow, it may clip a few bits from the begin-
ning of the transmission. To allow time for the echo
suppressor turnarounds, the modem should be set for about
150-millisecond turnaround delays (see the section on
Half-duplex Turnaround Delay earlier in this chapter).

Other Noise
Problems

Consistent or frequent phone line noise generally indi-
cates a problem in the local circuit loop at one end or
the other of the phone connection. If an acoustic
coupler is being used, it may be that the carbon granules
in the telephone headset microphone have settled and need
to be shaken up a bit. Gently rapping the microphone end
of the headset in the palm of your hand or lightly on a
desk can often cure such a problem. Also check the
rubber cups on the acoustic coupler for a tight connec-
tion around the headset. If modular phones are in use,
the headset and/or phone can easily be unplugged and
traded with another. If the local loop in the building
has gone bad, using a phone on another line often pro-
vides an excellent temporary fix until the telephone
repairperson arrives.

Other sources of persistent noise can be caused by
electrical interference in the site's building or by
noisy telephone exchanges between the site and the local
interface to the Bell long-lines system. Campus or ccn-
pany telephone exchanges can add significant amounts of
noise as can the interface between a local phone company
and the Bell long-lines. Since any long-distance call
must go through these exchanges, a noise problem in one
of these locations can be quite persistent. Sane WATS
exchanges have also appeared to degrade signal quality in
terms of weak amplification and added noise. Often the
easiest cure in such cases is to have a direct phone com-
pany line installed for the site equipment so that the
added noise of an extra exchange is eliminated. It may
be necessary to place calls over the regular long-
distance system instead of WATS.

Notify NCAR First If noise problems are persistent, an RJE person at NCAR
can use diagnostic equipment at NCAR to help confirm the
problem. If other RJE users are having problems with a
particular MODCOMP phone or port, the local loop problem
is likely to be at NCAR's end of the phone path, thus,
NCAR can initiate phone repair service. If the problem
appears to be at the site, the user will have to initiate
phone repair service.
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Site B

General Comments

NCAR Assistance

Initial Hardware
Troubleshooting

Since NCAR PJE sites are not restricted to using specific
hardware configurations, the troubleshooting hints given
here must be quite general in nature. When a user
suspects possible site hardware problems, the user should
consult the local site expert and local documentation for
the site hardware. The documentation, such as the nmoden
manual, should be readily available to all RJE users. It
may also be helpful to follow through some of the sample
site sessions in Chapter 3.

In certain cases, an RJE troubleshooter at NCAR can be of
assistance in troubleshooting a site's hardware. The
primary tool available for such purposes is a datascope
which monitors, records, and displays all digital infor-
mation received or transmitted at the NCAR modem. All
RS-232 digital communications interface pins are also
monitored at the NCAR modem. Hardware errors which ef-
fect the actual data ccrrnunications functions can thus be
detected. For example, modem problems with the loss of a
carrier signal from the site or RS-232 driver errors such
as parity, sync character generation, or incomplete
buffer, can often be easily spotted with the datascope.

Some of the first things to check are the power indicator
switches and lamps to determine if they are all on and
functioning. Check all fuses and switches, especially if
the switch settings need to be changed to talk with dif-
ferent computers or to conduct RJE. Check for loose
plugs, especially ones with lots of connectors like the
RS-232 cable between the terminal equipment and the
modem, loose circuit board cards, and broken cables (par-
ticularly around the connectors).

If all appears to be in order but you are still ex-
periencing problems, check the carrier detect, data
transmit, and data receive lights on the modem for signs
of data transmission activity. Also check to see that
the modem is in half-duplex transmission mode and that
turnaround delay, if user adjustable, is set for about
150 milliseconds. Many modems also have a switch for a
local testing mode. In the test position, any character
transmitted from the terminal equipment is immediately
sent back to the terminal equipment. In the local test
mode, if several characters are sent they should appear
on the terminal CRT or the printer. This test is usually
easy to perform with asynchronous modems. For a system
with IBM 2780/3780 or 200UT equipment, the local test
mode is usually conducted entirely within the modem it-
self; there is no input or output to the terminal equip-
ment. Many modems also have a test mode in which the lo-
cal modem sends and receives tests with another similar
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modem at the other end of a phone line. This test is
more thorough than the local test mode, but requires two
modems. Sometimes it is convenient to know the phone
number of another similar location at your university or
company so this test can be performed without long-
distance calls. (For instructions on how to conduct
these modem tests, consult the documentation supplied
with your modem.) Sane manufacturers also provide toll-
free numbers for checking out modems. If the modem at
the site is the same model as one at NCAR, a Data Commun-
ications Group member can be contacted for end-to-end
modem testing. Note however, that such testing between
different brands of modems, even though meeting the same
data transmission standards, is not always possible.

Local Mode Testing Depending on the hardware making up the RJE site, and
particularly with asynchronous terminals, it is often
possible to check much of the hardware by seeing if it
works in the local mode. More sophisticated systems
(e.g., micro- and mini-computers) typically have a set of
hardware diagnostic routines; to run these, local docu-
mentation should be consulted.

Micro- and mini-computer systems may also have RJE debug-
ging facilities which permit all data buffers to be saved
away on disk files. This can often be very useful in
spotting RJE problems. Consult local documentation for
the package and the protocol. If such a facility is
available, some primary things to look for are:

- Commands and job (test) decks originated on your
equipment.

- Responses from the MODCOMP the DISplay SITe informa-
tion,

- ** READ COMPLETE, SEQUENCE NUMBER IS ssnnnn ** mes-
sage on job output.

- Presence of strange characters in commands, test
decks, or job outputs (perhaps indicating noise
problems).

- Presence of multiple transmissions of a single com-
mand, card or group of cards, or section of job out-
put (indicating that one end may have difficulty
hearing or understanding the other).

If the user is familiar with the communications protocol,
check:

- Presence of line bids or polls, acknowledgements,
negative acknowledgement~ (indicating request for
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re-transmission of a buffer), at least two good sync
characters at the beginning of each transmission
buffer (four sync characters are common; the MODCOMP
generally sends six), and indications of parity, CRC
or BOC errors.

-Correct protocol handshaking by both site equipment
and MODCOMP

-Correct protocol handling of error conditions (e.g.,
re-transmission of a buffer with a communications
error).

Site Sohtuare The principal site software of concern here is the RJE
communications protocol package which is probably emulat-
ing an IBM 2780 or 3780 hardware terminal or a Control
Data 200UT hardware terminal. Hopefully the protocol
package also includes a software debugging (or tracing)
facility and perhaps even a stand-alone test package.
Consult local documentation on how to use such facilities
if available, and how to interpret their results. Gen-
eral things to look for are the same as those listed at
the end of the Terminal Hardware section above. Other
system software can also affect the RJE system such as
file management, editors, character conversions, etc.

Many asynchronous terminals are intelligent terminals run
by microcomputer chips which can control a variety of
data communications functions. Many such terminals have
a self-test mode which can be very useful in diagnosing
problems. Frequently they contain a terminal configura-
tion file. If so, try to verify the data in the file to
be sure that part of it has not been inadvertently
changed. Keep a written record of the correct configura-
tion file(s) for the NCAR RJE.

NuAw' IfAx~f The normal schedule for preventative maintenance (PM) of
the MODCOMP system is 8:00 to 12:00 a.m. MST on the first
Monday of the month which is a normal working day. Users
are strongly urged to avoid using the MODCOMP during the
PM period as user jobs entering the system during such
times can be lost or scrambled. During many phases of
PM, it is possible for a user to log on and submit a job
deck or receive job output. However, it is also possi-
ble that the MODCOMP will go down at any mcment without
warning.

When a user dials the MODCOMP, the user can receive one
of the following responses to the phone call:

mXDh? pH e rings, but IDNO does o rt amser:

This indicates that the MODCOMP hardware is not function-
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ing and is unable to answer the phone. Since the call
is not answered, the user is not billed for the call.
Machine status can be obtained from the recording at
(303) 494-5151, ext. 313, or from the SCD Consulting Of-
fice during normal working hours at NCAR at (303) 494-
5151, ext. 579.

? phxF e gives bsy signal:

The number called and all other lines on the rotary are
busy. Please call again in about 5 minutes.

I Mphoe asrs. but no carrier signal is a:

This may indicate that the call was established just as
the MODCOMP was being restarted, an initialization phase
that normally takes about two minutes. There may also be
a problem with either the NCAR modem or the MODCOMP port
for that modem. Please call a member of the Data Commun-
ications Group or a Computer Operator after normal work-
ing hours at (303) 494-5151, ext. 536.

MIXXWPanswers phone, carrier sigl heard, but site
Cctmf t log on:

Usually this indicates that a weak or noisy phone connec-
tion has been established. Hang up and redial the
number. Check that the correct phone number is being di-
aled and, if subsequent calls also fail, check the site's
terminal equipment to be sure it is working and set for
NCAR RJE communications. If the problem is not correct-
ed, check the MDDCOMP machine status by calling the
recording at (303) 494-5151, ext. 313, the SCD Consulting
Office at ext. 579, or a Computer Operator after hours at
ext. 536.

If you suspect that the MODCOMP hardware is acting up,
call a member of the Data Communications Group or a Com-
puter Operator after hours at ext. 536. Even though you
may not be the first caller to report MODCOMP problems,
you may have an additional piece of information which can
help pinpoint the problem area.

When hardware trouble develops, it is often very diffi-
cult or impossible to make a reasonable guess as to when
the problem will be resolved. As a guide, the RJE user
should know that hardware maintenance is conducted
between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. MST on normal working
days. Thus, if the hardware fails at 10:00 p.m. MST, it
is unlikely that it will be up until the following work-
day, and hopefully by about midmorning or noon. If spe-
cialized spare parts are required, additional delays can
be introduced.
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AICR's i ? The MODCCMP communications system software is undergoing

Software continuous revision, upgradirng, and development. Due to

the hardware and software architectures of the machine,

it is necessary to designate a system test period in

which new software systems can be tested on the MODCOMP

while the normal production operating system is not ac-

tivated. In other words, during the system test periods,

new experimental software is running the MODCOMP and the

performance level of the new software is unknown. Thus,

users are strongly advised to avoid using the NCAR RJE

MODCOMP during test periods as user jobs entering the

system can be lost or scrambled.

The normal 4DCOMP software test period is scheduled for

7:00 to 8:30 a.m. MST or DST, seven days a week. Users

are advised to avoid using the NCAR RJE MODCOMP during

these test periods.

The MODCOMP software test periods are also listed in each

issue of SCD's The Record. For the latest schedule,

please consult the most recent issue of The Record.

When users have comments or suggestions regarding the

MODCO(P software or when they uncover a possible MODCOMP

software bug, they should contact a member of the Data

Communications Group. User input is solicited and is

often helpful in designing and implementing new software

modifications.

OLehr NC2R Sstems
- Hardware and

Software

Since the MODCOMP does not execute RJE jobs, successful

running of any RJE job requires that the other NCAR sys-

tems (7600, TIMS 4 Mass Store, and CRAY-1) be operational

at both the hardware and software levels. When problems

occur with job execution, the user should double check

the job's control cards, programs, and data for accuracy.

Problems with the machines are reported in the Daily Bul-

letin and important items are retained for several days.

It is often very helpful if users at the site can obtain

a daily copy of the Daily Bulletin (by using the

DIS,NEW[,n] command) for posting at the site. The Record

also contains a monthly summary of important Daily Bul-

letin items.

Current machine status can be obtained by calling the

recording at (303) 494-5151, ext. 313, by calling the SCD

Consulting Office during normal NCAR working hours at

ext. 579, or by calling the Operations staff at ext. 536.

Current schedules for system test periods and preventa-

tive maintenance are given in each issue of The Record.
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Appendix A: NCAR Character Set as Produced on the NCAR 7600 Printer

EOITOR LISTING

INPUT -- *EDIT,S=ULIB,SN=CHAR7600,OL

VERSION 0

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

-- C

-- C

-- C
--- c
-- C
--- C
--- C
--- C
-- C

--- C
--- C
--- C

---c
---c

---c
---c

---c

---c

--- c--- C
--- C
--- C
--- C
-- C

--- C
-- C

-- C
-- C

-- C

-- C

- C
-- C

--- C
--- C

--- C
--- C
--- C
--- C

--- C
--- C

-"C

--- CG
--- C

--- C

--- C

--- C

-- C

--- C

-- C

-- C

-- C

__C

07/14/81 21/57/52

FILE GENERATED ON 06/18/79 AT 8.43
SUBROUTINE CHAR76(NCAR)

PURPOSE -- TO PROVIDE REMOTE JOB ENTRY USERS A TABLE SHOWING HOW THE
NCAR 7600 CHARACTER SET PRINTS AT THEIR TERMINAL. THIS
SHOULD PROVIDE ENOUGH INFORMATION SO THAT REMOTE USERS CAN
DETERMINE WHICH LOCAL INPUT CHARACTERS WILL PRODUCE THE
DESIRED SPECIAL CHARACTER(S) ON THE NCAR CD7600. CURRENTLY,
ALL JOBS TO 3E RUN ON THE CRAY-1 ARE STAGED THROUGH THE
CO 7600.

ACCESS -- *EOIT,S=ULIB,SN=CHAR7600,OL
'FORTRAN,S=ULI B, SN=CHAR76800 FL

OR

LATEST REVISION - JUNE 1979

SPECIAtIST - JOHN SNYDER, NCAR, BOULDER, COLORAn 80307

METHOD -- THIS FILE MAY BE PRINTED OUT AT A REMOTE JOB ENTRY SITE 3Y
RUNNING THE FOLLOWING CD 7600 JOB FROM THE RJE SITE.

JOB, UUUU,PPPPPPPP,USERNAME
'LIMITT=S, tPT=iSPR=6,PU=0,DD80=0 C=100C
*EOITtS=ULIB,SN=CHAR 7600 ,OL
*END

THE *LIMIT CARD A90VE MAY BE OMITTED AND THE JOB WILL STILL RUN.
THE 'EDIT CARD MAY BE REPLACED BY A 'FORTRAN CARD SUCH AS

*FORTRA N, S=ULIB ,SN=CHAR7600 ,FL

ONCE THE TABLE HAS 3EEN REPRODUCED AT THE REMOTE SITE, THE
PRINTER (OR OUTPUT) GRAPHICS ON THE SITE,S RJE SYSTEM APE
KNOWN. IN MOST CASES, WHEN THESE SAME GRAPHICS ARE ENTERED INTO
THE SITES RJE SYSTEM, THE CORRESPONDING CHARACTER WILL BE
SENT TO THE CD7600 AS INDICATED BY THE TABLE. IN SOME CASES9
HOWEVER, INPUT GRAPHICS (E.G. THE SYMBOLS ON THE KEYTOPS OF
KEYBCARDS OR KEYPUNCHES) MAY NOT ALWAYS CORRESPOND TO OUTPUT
GRAPHICS (E.G. THE SYMBOLS PRINTED BY A PRINTER OR ON A CRT
SCREEN). TO DETECT AND RECORD ANY SUCH MISMATCHES OF I-O0
GRAPHICS ON A SYSTEM, ONE MAY ENTER AND RECORD THE INPUT OF
EACH POSSIBLE INPUT CHARACTER AND RECORD THE CORRESPONDING
RESULT PRODUCED ON THE OUTPUT DEVICE. ON SITE RJE SYSTEMS
WHERE AN EMULATOR IS USED TO IMPLEMENT RJE, IT MAY BE
NECESSARY TO DO THE 1-0 GRAPHICS TEST PROCEDURE THROUGH THE
EMULATION PACKAGE. (THIS TECHNIQUE ENSURES THAN ANY CHARACTER
TRANSLATION TABLES PRESENT IN THE STTE,S RJE SYSTEM ARE
USED WHEN THE 1-0 GRAPHICS CORRESPONDENCE IS BEING ESTABLISHED.)
THIS CAN BE DONE BY PUTTING THE INPUT CHARACTER TABLE INSIDE A
TYPICAL RJE JOB (E.G. ON AN EDITOR FILE OR ON FORTRAN COMMENT
CARDS), SENDING THE JOB TO THE NCAR CD7600 VIA THE RJE SYSTEM,
AND THEN PRINTING THE JOB, WITH ITS CHARACTER TABLE, OUT LOCALLY
AT THE SITE.

IF THE ABOVE PROCEDURE RESULTS IN AMBIGUITIES WHERE TWO OR MORE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

12

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
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EDITOR LISTING

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

10CG
101
102
103
104
105
1t6
107
108

07/14/81 21/57/52

-- C
-- C
- C

-- C

-- C
-- C
-- C
--- C
-- C

-. c
--- C
--- C

---c
---c
---c
---c
---c
---c

___ c
--- C
--- C
--- C
-- C
-- C
-- C
-- C
--- C
-- C
-- C
-- C
-- C
--- C
-- C
-- C

---c

---c
---c
---c
---c
---c
---c
---c
---c
---c
---c
---c

_-, c

- C

--- CG
--- C
--- C
--- C
--- C
--- C

--- C

--- C

--- C

---" C
___..

-- C

-- C

___ C

---aC

-- C

-- C

-- C

-- C

,C

__ C

CHARACTERS INPUT AT THE SITE RESULT IN THE OUTPUT OF THE SAME
GRAPHIC SYMBOL AT THE SITE, CHARACTER TRANSLATION TABLES FOR
THE SITE,S RJE SYSTEM MAY CLARIFY THE AMBIGUITIES. IF NOT,
THE REMOTE SITE CAN CONTACT A TELECOMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST AT
NCAR SO THAT A RECORDING CAN BE MADE OF THE INPUT AND OUTPUT
CHARACTERS AS THEY ARE TRANSMITTED OVER THE TELEPHONE LINES.
ANALYSIS OF THE RECORDING ALONG WITH THE JOB INPUT AND OUTPUT
SHOULD BE CAPABLE OF RESOLVING ANY REMAINING AMBIGUITIES.

COMMUNICATIONS NOTE -- THE TEXT OF THIS FILE AND COLUMN ONE OF THE TABLE
SHOULD BE RECEIVED LETTER PERFECT. IF SEVERAL ERRORS
OCCUR, REDIAL THE NCAR RJE NUMBER (FOR A BETTER TELEPHONE
CONNECTION), 00 A DIS,SIT (OR PERCENT-SIGN DIS,SIT)
COMMAND AND NOTE THE MOOCOMP PORT NUMBER, AND RETRANSMIT
THIS FILE TO YOUR SITE. IF A CLEAN COPY CANNOT BE RECEIVED
AFTER THREE SUCH ATTEMPTS, CONTACT AN NCAf
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST.

SPECIAL NOTE -- ON SYNCHRONOUS PROTOCOLS WHEN BLANK COMPRESSION IS
ENABLED, SOME SPECIAL CHARACTERS IN THE TABLE BELOW MAY
NOT BE POSITIONED PROPERLY ON THE OUTPUT LINE. HOWEVER,
THE CHARACTER NAME SHOULD STILL BE LISTED AND THE OCTAL
DISPLAY CODE (WITH ITS DECIMAL EQUIVALENT) SHOULD ALSO
APPEAR.

BELOW IS THE ANNOTATED TABLE OF THE NCAR 7600 CHARACTER SET.

DESCRIP lION
COLLMN i --

COLUMN 2 --

COLIUMN 3 -

COLUMN 4 --

COLUMN E --

START OF TABLE
COLON
ALPHA
BRAVO
CHARLIE
DELTA
ECHO
FOXTROT
GOLF
HOTEL
INTIA

OF EACH COLUMN IN THE TABLE.
NAME OF CHARACTER. ALPHABETIC CHARACTERS ARE
LABELED WITH THE INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION
UNION PHONETICS. THERE ARE 64 CHARACTERS (EACH ON A LINE)
IN THE TABLE.
GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF CHARACTER PRODUCED ON
OUTPUT BY THE OUTPUT DEVICE USED TO PRINT THIS
TABLE. CHARACTER IS REPEATEn FIVE TIMES.
OCTAL DISPLAY CODE (CD 7600 INTERNAL DPC) OF CHARACTER.
NOTE THAT THE VALUES IN THIS COLUMN (AND THE NEXT) START
WITH ZERO AND INCREMENT BY ONE FOR EACH SUCCESSIVE LINE.
DECIMAL VALUE OF COLUMN 3. (STARTS WITH ZERO AND
INCREMENTS BY ONE TO A VALUE OF 63 DECIMAL.)
COMMENTS, IF ANY.

I
AA
B 9
C C
00
E'E
F F
G G
HH
II

t
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

A
B
C
0
E
F
G
H

I

t
A

C
0
E
F
G
H
I

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
10
11

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
1i1
I02
I03
104
105
106
107
108

A-2
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JULIETT
KILO
LIMA
MT KE
NOVEMBER
OSCAR
PAPA
QUE3EC
ROMEO
SIERRA
IANGO
UNIFORM
VICTOR
WHTSKEY
X-RAY
YANKEE
ZULU
ZERO
ONE
TWO
THREE
FOUR
FIVE
SIX
SEVEN
EIGHT
NINE
PLUS SIGN
MINUS SIGN
STAR (MULTIPLY SIGh
SLASH (DIVIOE SIGN)
OPEN PAREN
CLOSE FAREN
OOLLAR SIGN
EQUALS SIGN
SPACE (OF BLANK)
COMMA
PERIO0
EQUIVALENCE SIGN
OPEN SQUARE BRACKET
CLOSE SQUARE BRACKE
PERCENI SIGN
SINGLE QUOTE
RIGHT ARROW
DOWN ARROW EAD
UP ARRCWHEAD
UP ARROW
OOWN AFROW
LESS TFAN SIGN
GREATER THAN SIGN
LESS THAN OR EQUAL
BACKSLASH
LOGICAL NO SIGN
SEMICOLON
END OF TABLE

J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
z
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
+

4.

/

(
$

J
K
L

N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
w
X
Y
z
C
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

/

)
$
=

J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
w
X
Y
Z
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
+

4

/
(

$

J
K
L

N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
v
W
x
Y
z
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
+

/
(
)
$

J
K
L

N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
x
Y

0

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

/

)
$

* t ,

:T 1 1 1 1 I
y % % %X

V yv v v
A AAAA

4< < c <

>, > > >
SIGN <_<< <_ _<

00 NOT USE
: : ;;

12
13
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

10
11il
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

(FORMERLY EQUAL NOT SIGN)

(LEFT ARROWHEAD)
(RIGHT ARROWHEAD)

(FORM. GREATER THAN OR EQUAL)
(RESERVED, 7600-MOOCOMP EOF)

A-3

1C9
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
i56
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

CC
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C

C
C

109
110
111
112
117

114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

EOTTOR LISTING



APpendix B: OR RJscrno JE Protocol QMxmentic;

Li nPCwietc

c~ar±erSet

Li~

half duplex

ASCII, even parity (enforced by the MODCOMP at NCAR)

300 bps, Bell 103 modem, or equivalent
1200 bps, Bell 202C modem, Bell 212A modem

Racal-Vadic 3400 series, or equivalent

<cc> <data line> <eol>
where <cc> is carriage control

<data line> is actual data line
<eol> is end of line character

Output Data Lines:

<cc> = null
LF
LF,LF

LF,LFL
LF, LF, LF, LF
FF

suppress <control ->
single space
double space
triple space
eject
optionally used for eject

<eol> = CR

Input Data Lines:

<cc> = LF's will be ignored
<eol> = CR or ETX <control c>

CAN to delete entire input data line <control x>

<data line > special characters
LF, RUB, and XOFF ignored
BS backspaces 1 character <control h>
% as first character flags command line

I-c ist forvIipt Command mode:
Read mode:

LF,ACK
see REA commands (ACK is <control f>)

In~~~tb 0j Following each output data line, the MODCOMP will listen
for input for a short period of time. Any character re-
ceived from the terminal during this period of time will
cause output to be halted. The user may then forward
space, back space, rewind, drop or continue the printout.
To interrupt output, it may be easiest to "trill" rapidly
back and forth on two keys until the MODCOMP stops send-
ing output.
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INDEX

1200 bps asynchronous modems,
VADIC, 5-4

200UT synchronous protocol
equipment, 5-9
modem types and speeds, 1-1

2780/3780; see IBM 2780/3780
7600 character set, 5-1, A-1
Accounting and tape summary, 4-6
Acknowledgments, terminal, 2-23
Acoustic coupler, 3-2, 5-8
Advisory service, 1-3
Amplification, weak, 5-8
Assistance, NCAR, 5-9
Asynchronous modems,

VADIC 1200 bps, 5-4
Asynchronous RJE protocol

conventions, NCAR, B-4
modem types and speeds, 1-1

BAC, 2-4
BACKGROUND queue,

dropping job from, 4-3
Backslash character, 5-2
BAC, PRI, n, 4-5
Bids, presence of line, 5-10
Blanks, trailing, 5-4
Blocks, MODCOMP disk, 4-5
bps asynchronous modems,

VADIC 1200, 5-4
Bubble memory, 3-4
Card image,

end of a, 5-3
editing of, 5-3

Carrier
detect lights, 5-9
signal, 5-9

Cassette, 3-4
CHA, 2-5
Character set, 5-2, A-l, B-4
Characters,

backslash, 5-2
deletion of, 5-3
generation, 5-9
lower case, 5-2
presence of strange, 5-10
single quote, 5-2
special, 5-2
translated, 5-2
upper case, 5-2

Circuit path,
noisy telephone, 5-7

Ccmmand (s) ,
BACrPRI n, 4-5
END, 3-3, 4-1, 5-7
language, 2-1
lines, editing of, 5-3
FOR,PRI n, 4-5
OUT,PRI, 3-10
RDY, RDR, 3-4, 3-8
sample format for, 2-3
table of, 2-2
WRI,PRI, 3-9, 3-12

Communications problems,
data, 5-5

Communications protocol, 4-2
emulator, 3-2

Communications system software,
MODCOMP, 5-13

Computer tapes, physical, 4-3
Connection, 1-6

weak or noisy phone, 5-12
Console messages, operator, 4-3
Consultation and advisory

service, 1-3
Conventions,

line, B-4
NCAR asynchronous RJE

protocol, B-4
Correct protocol

handling of error conditions, 5-11
handshaking, 5-11

Costs, 1-2
long-distance telephone, 4-3

Coupler, acoustic, 3-2, 5-8
CRAY-1 output, 4-6
CRAY-directed DISPOSE, 4-7
Data communications problems, 5-5
Data lines,

general format of, B-4
requests for input, B-4

Data receive lights, 5-9
Data transmit lights, 5-9
Datascope, 5-9
dd80, 4-6
Debugging facilities,

RJE, 5-10
software, 5-11

Delimiter, 5-2
Delimiting the end of a

card or line, 5-3
Detect lights, carrier, 5-9

i



Diagnostic
equipment, 5-8
messages, 2-23
routines, hardware, 5-10

Dial-up services, 1-6
table of remote job entry, 1-7

Digital information, 5-9
DIS, 2-6
Disk blocks, MODCOMP, 4-5
Display file, SIT, 2-6
DISPOSE statement, 4-7
Documentation at the terminal, 1-3
DRO, 2-9
Dropping job from BACKGROUND

queue, 4-3
Echo suppressors, 5-7
Echo user keystrokes, 5-4
*EDIT card, 4-5
Editing of command lines and card

images, 5-3
Electrical interference, 5-8
Emulator,

communications protocol, 3-2
*END card, 3-4
END command, 2-11, 3-3, 4-1, 5-7
End of a card image, 5-3
Equality, 1-2
Errors,

correct protocol handling of, 5-11
hardware, 5-9
parity, 3-7
transmission, 4-4

Figure 1-1:
NCAR hardware configuration, 1-5

FOR,PRI,n, 4-5
FORTRAN-formatted WRITE

statements, 4-6
Full-duplex, 3-2
Hardware,

configuration, NCAR, 1-5
diagnostic routines, 5-10
errors, 5-9
NCAR's MODCOMP, 5-11
other NCAR systems, 5-13
site's, 5-5
troubleshooting, initial, 5-9

HELD status, 3-7
High-speed printers, 7600, 4-7
HOL, 2-13
IBM 2780/3780, 5-9

modem types and speeds, 1-1
IDLE, 3-4
Inactive sites, 1-4
Initiation of an RJE site session, 3-2
Intelligent terminals, 5-11

Interrupting output, 4-2, B-4
JCL; see Job Control Language
Job

at NCAR, output the, 3-10
decks, sample, 5-5
entry; see Remote Job Entry
from BACKGROUND queue,

dropping, 4-3
sending, 3-4
sequence number, 4-3

*JOB card, 3-4, 4-7
Job control language cards,

modified, 4-4
storing online, 4-4
storing, 4-4

Job output, 3-9
essential, 4-5
minimizing transmission of, 4-5
printing, 3-9
repositioning during printing,

3-13
sending to another site, 3-10

Leased lines, 1-2, 1-8
Length,

printer line, 4-2
Resetting of printer or screen

line, 4-2
Lights,

carrier detect, 5-9
data receive, 5-9
data transmit, 5-9

Limits on output retention, 1-3
Line(s),

bids, presence of, 5-10
convention, B-4
deletion of, 5-3
delimiting the end of, 5-3
editing of command, 5-3
general format of data, B-4
leased, 1-2, 1-8
length, printer, 4-2
MODCOMP phone, 3-3
noise, 5-7
print, 4-2
requests for input data, B-4
speeds, B-4
telephone, 5-6, 5-7

Local loop, 5-8
Local mode testing, 5-9, 5-10
Logical 'not' sign, 5-2
Long output, 4-5
Long-distance telephone costs, 4-3
Loop, local, 5-8
Lower case characters, 5-2

ii



Machine status, 5-12
current, 5-13

Maintenance
personnel, RJE, 5-6
preventative, 5-11

Manager, queue, 4-3
Memory, 5-4

bubble, 3-4
Message(s),

diagnostic, 2-23
operator console, 4-3
send a, 4-3
site already active, 4-1

Microfilm device, 4-6
printing output on, 4-6

MODCOMP, 4-2
communications system software, 5-13
disk blocks, 4-5
hardware, 5-11
NCAR's, 5-6
phone line, 3-3
responses from the, 5-10
software, 5-13
test period, 5-13

Modems,
supported by NCAR, 1-1
VADIC 1200 bps asynchronous, 5-4

MOV, 2-14
MUL, 2-15
NCAR,

assistance, 5-9
asynchronous RJE protocol

conventions, B-4
hardware configuration, 1-5
output Produced At, 1-2
output the job at, 3-10
storing program decks online at, 4-4

Noise,
line, 5-7
problems, 5-8

'notA sign, logical, 5-2
Operator console messages, 4-3
OPR, 2-16
OUT, 2-17
OUT,PRI command, 3-10

Output, 3-9
CRAY-1, 4-6
diverting the job, 4-2
during printing, repositioning

job, 3-13
essential job, 4-5
formatting of the, 4-6
interrupting or stopping

printer, 4-2
interrupting, B-4
long, 4-5
mininizing transmission

of job, 4-5
on microfilm, printing, 4-6
printing job, 3-9
produced at NCAR, 1-2
retention, limits on, 1-3
the job at NCAR:, 3-10
to another RJE site, sending

the job, 3-10
your site, printing job, 3-9

Parameter, 4-2
Parameters, table of terminal

commands and, 2-2
Parity, 5-9

errors, 3-7
Physical computer tapes, 4-3
Policies, RJE, 1-2
Polls, presence of, 5-10
Port number, 3-3
Preventative maintenance (PM), 5-11
PRFIIM, 4-6, 4-7
Print line, 4-2
Printer line length, 4-2
Printer output,

interrupting or stopping, 4-2
Printers,

7600 high-speed, 4-7
Printing,

abort, 3-12
job output, 3-9
job output at your site, 3-9
output on microfilm, 4-6
reposition job output print

file during, 3-13
stop, 3-12

Problems,
common RJE, 5-6
data communications, 5-5
noise, 5-8

Project number, 1-1
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Protocol (s),
comnunications, 4-2
conventions, NCAR asynchronous

RJE, B-4
emulator, communications, 3-2
handlinq of error conditions, 5-11
handshaking, correct, 5-11
standards, 5-1
supported by NCAR, 1-1

Queue,
dropping job fromn BACKGROUND, 4-3
manager, 4-3
manager sequence number, 4-3

RDY,RDR ccnmand, 3-4, 3-8
REA, 2-18
Remote access,

requirements for, 1-1
Remote job entry

dial-up services, table of, 1-7
helpful hints for using, 4-3
command language, 2-1
commands and sample site

sessions, 5-5
debugging facilities, 5-10
maintenance personnel, 5-6
policies, 1-2
problems, common, 5-6
protocol conventions, NCAR

asynchronous, B-4
site, sending the job output

to another, 3-10
site, using tapes from a, 4-3
site session, initiation of a, 3-2
site users, general information

for, 4-1
system, fundamentals of NCAR, 1-4
terminal use, 1-1

REW, 2-20
RJE; see Remote job entry
Rotary,

telephone, 3-2
RS-232 digital, 5-9
RS-232 driver errors, 5-9
Screen line length,

resetting of printer or, 4-2
Security, 1-3
Sequence number, 3-5

job, 4-3
queue-manager, 4-3

Session, site
initiation of an RJE, 3-2
sample, 3-1
RJE commands and sample, 5-5

SIN, 2-21
Single quote character, 5-2

SIT Display File, 2-6
Site,

general information for RJE, 4-1
code 99, 4-7
equipment, 5-6, 5-9
establishment, 1-3
hardware and software, 5-5
inactive, 1-4
is transmitting, 4-2
printing job output at your, 3-9
sending the job output to

another RJE, 3-10
software, 5-11
statistics, 1-4
terminal, 1-3
using tapes from an RJE, 4-3

Software, 1-6
MODCOMP, 5-13
site, 5-5, 5-11
debugging (or tracing)

facility, 5-11
Special characters, 5-2
Speeds, line, B-4

supported by NCAR, 1-1
Status,

HELD, 3-7
machine, 5-12, 5-13

Stop printing, 3-12
Stopping printer output, 4-2
Storing

Job Control Language
cards online, 4-4

program decks online at NCAR, 4-4
Suitable terminal, 1-1
Table 1-1: Protocols, Modem Types and

Speeds Supported by NCAR, 1-1
Table 1-2: Remote Job Entry Dial-Up

Services, 1-7
Table 2-1. Terminal Commands and

Parameters, 2-2
Tape summary, 4-6
Tapes, 5-4

physical computer, 4-3
Tapes from an RJE Site,

using, 4-3
Telephone

circuit path, noisy, 5-7
connection, weak or noisy, 5-12
costs, long-distance, 4-3
line, MODCOMP, 3-3
lines, 5-6, 5-7
rotary, 3-2
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Terminal,
acknowledgments, 2-23
command language, 2-1
commands and parameters, 2-2
configuration file, 5-11
documentation at the, 1-3
equipment, 4-2
intelligent, 5-11
sites, 1-3
suitable, 1-1
use, RJE, 1-1

Terminating printing, 3-12
Test decks, 5-5

commands and job, 5-10
how to run, 5-5

Test mode, 5-9
local, 5-9

Test package,
stand-alone, 5-11

Test period,
MODCOMP software, 5-13

Testing,
end-to-end modem, 5-10
informal, 1-4
local mode, 5-10

Time-out, 4-1
Tracing facility, 5-11
Trailing blanks, 5-4
Transmission errors, 4-4
Transmission of Job Output,

minimizing, 4-5
Transmissions,

presence of multiple, 5-10
Transmit lights, data, 5-9
Transmitting, site is, 4-2
Troubleshooting, 5-1

initial hardware, 5-9
hints, 5-5

Turnaround delay,
half-duplex, 5-4

Upper case characters, 5-2
VADIC 1200 bps asynchronous modems, 5-4
WATS exchanges, 5-8
Weak amplification, 5-8
Weak or noisy phone connection, 5-12
WRI, 2-22
WRI,PRI command, 3-9, 3-12
WRITE statements,

FORTRAN-formatted, 4-6
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